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I 
A CHAMPION_ W AN_'TED 

IN THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE of "Nation's 
Business" there is an important article by Thomas 
Thorne Flagler, President of the Associated General 
Contractors of America, which merits the attention 
of architects and all others involved in the production 
of buildings. Mr. Flagler writes on behalf of the 
reputable contractor and points out a number of evils 
existing in the building industry as carried on today. 
Most of what he has to say concerns the architect and 
not all of the points he makes reflect credit upon our 
profession. 

Mr. Flagler says, for example, "Mr. Average Man 
has an implicit but often misplaced confidence in the 
so-called specifications. This mystic document con
sists of from 50 to 250 or more pages, frequently 
copied from previous specifications, old textbooks, and 
literature put out by energetic manufacturers and 
material vendors." No one 

practice, it should be the first and most important con
sideration after the preliminary layout of the room 
arrangement. If I had a small part of the money 
that could be saved by fitting the architectural orna
mentation to a carefully designed frame instead of 
trying to design a frame into a mass of architectural 
effects, I would be a rich man." H ere is the old 
controversy between architect and engineer all over 
again, as well as a recurrence of the common confu
sion of "ornamentation" with "architecture." 

Other points Mr. Flagler makes are equally deserv
ing of clarifying discussion before the public. 
Though his criticisms are honest and have a good bit 
of justice in them, they may not, unfortunately, be 
correctly understood by his audience which is made 
up largely of that section of the lay public from which 
clients are recruited. Things of this sort, if repeated 

often enough, will tend to 
can deny the truth of this state
ment but it is so baldly put that 
it implies incompetence on the 
part of the average architect. 

Contents 
break down the hard-won 
prestige of the profession faster 
than good works can build it up. 

Again he says, "Not one set 
of plans out of a hundred is 
made entirely by the architect 
and his men. Usually the 
structural frame of the build
ing is the work of an outside 
engineer. Occas ionally the 
design of the frame is left to 
the bidder. 

"If there ever was a case of 
hitching the cart before the 
horse, this is it. Instead of 
leaving the design of the fr::ime 
to the last, as is the present 
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We hope that some promi
nent archi tect who is competent 
to speak for the profession may 
be offered an opportunity to 
write for "Nation's Business" 
an article stating the architect's 
side of the story. The profes
sion cannot afford to let such 
things slip by without some 
word of protest if it wishes to 
make headway in the vital 
matter of educating the lay
man to an understanding of 
the real scope and value of the 
architect's service. 
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A FOREWORD 

WE ARE DEDICATING this issue of PENCIL PornTs to the memory 

of Birch Burdette Long, beloved of the architectural profession during 

his life and, since his death on March 1, 192 7, sorely missed both for his 

personal qualities and for his skill as an architectural delineator and critic. 

The leading article on his work is by Harry C. Starr of New York, who was 

one of his closest friends, and is illustrated .with a selection of his drawings 

made for leading architects. The examples shown, chosen from among 

hundreds, are perhaps typical of his average work. Each is infused with 

something of the charm of the man himself and they all have that fidelity 

to the subject for which he was noted. We might have selected others

no doubt many of our readers will think of drawings they would have 

liked to see included-but we have tried to pick out a group which will 

bring to some of the younger men a less familiar side of Long's genius. 

The back files of all the architectural magazines will furnish examples of 

his better known works for those who wish to investigate. 

In addition to Mr. Starr's article we have included a number of 

personal tributes from some of Long's clients and friends which will 

convey an idea of the affection and respect with which he was universally 

regarded. It is our hope that all this material will furnish inspiration to 

the younger men among our readers who were not fortunate enough to 

have first hand acquaintance with this kindly man and his work, and that 

it will, further, help to freshen his memory among those who knew him. 
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BIRCH BURDETTE LONG. 

ARCHITECTURAL DELINEA TOR AND MAN 

By Harry C. Starr 

I N THE PASSING of Birch L ong on March 1, 
1927, the architectu ral profession lost an artist of 
exceptional ability . Through his renderings and other 
illustrations of the works of the leading architects 
of th is country, published widely in the professional 
magazin es durin g his 
active ca ree r, he be
came known t o all 
who we r e interested 
in the progress of 
a r ch i t ect ur e . Hi s 
work was recognized 
as h avi n g unu sua l 
merit and rare artistic 
quality and taken al
t o cre th e r formed a 

t:> • 
most important contri-
bution to Ame ri ca n 
architectural illust r a 
tion. A t the time of 
hi s dea th he was at the 
heicrht of his caree r 

t:> . • 
and still growmg m 
distinction. 

life he became an enthusiast fo r lithography and his 
later works were nea rly all drawn on th e stone or 
on the zinc plate. 

L ong's artistic li fe began in early boyhood. His 
mother told me that he started in to draw as a young 

The presentation by 
him in pictorial form 
of th e wo rk of 
.America ' s foremost 
architects was of in
estimable value both 
to the profession and 
to the public for there 
was in him a gen ius 
w hi c h achieved a nd 
i n spire d others t o 
achieve . Through it 
he exe rcised an influ- BIR C H L ONG i\T WoRK, S 1<J, T C HED BY J. ScoTT vV 1J.Ll i\MS 

child, using his spend
ing money for draw
ing materials rather 
than f or th e u su al 
ca ndi es and toys. Even 
when he was out play
in g with his compan
ions and they would 
m ake fo r th e o ld 
swimming hole, Birch 
would sit on the bank 
and sketch while the 
others splashed abo ut 
in the water. From 
thi s time on drawing 
was life to him and 
he kept at it incessantly 
unti l literally hi s dying 
day. So instinctiv e 
was his talent that I 
we ll remember not ic
ing him, at a t ime 
when we both worked 
in th e sa m e offi ce, 
wandering about the 
cl rafting room to rest 
from bending over the 
drawing board, still 
plying hi s p e n c i 1 to 
draw pictu res of cats, 
dogs, and pigs on hi s 
turned up cuffs. It 
seems to me that it was ence more potent than 

that of other artists who were better known. Though 
most of his time was spent in the fie ld of architectural 
illust ra tion he has several mural decorations and many 
magazine illustrations to his credi t. H e worked 
freely in pencil, pen and ink, and water color, some
times combining two or even all three mediums in 
a single drawing. During the last few years of hi s 

this love for his work, which must have been born in 
him, that was primarily responsible fo r his success. 

In 1892 he left school and entered the office of his 
uncle, a Chicago architect. H ere he worked for a 
time, then in other offi ces, going through the regular 
routine of the young draftsman. His talent for 
rendering asse rted itself and he progressed rapidly. 
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FROM A RENDERING IN PEN AND INK, PENCiL, AND WASH BY BIRCH BURD ETTE LONG 

COLONY CLUB, NEW YORK-MCKIM, MEAD, AND WHITE , ARCHITECT S 
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DRAWING IN PEN, PENCIL, AND WASH BY BIRCH BURDETTE LONG 

J U DSON M E MORI AL C H U R C H , NEW Y ORK-MCKI M , M EA D, AN D WHITE, AR C HITECTS 
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PENCIL AND WASH DRAWING BY BIRCH BURDETTE l.ONG 

"A CASTLE IN WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NEW YORK"-ALFRED BUSSELL E, ARCH ITECT 
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Soon he devoted most of 
his time to th is work and 
eventually opened a studio 
of his own . H e was well 
represented in the annual 
exhibitions of the Chicago 
Architectural Club where 
h is architectu ral p e r spec 
t ives att racted much atten
tion and first brought him 
into prominence . 

As a member of the 
A r ch i t ec tu ra l Club 111 

Chicago he became ve ry 
act ive in its affairs and 
proved himself to be a 
leader among his f ell ows 
and a booster fo r the or
ganization. H e e nt e r ed 
all the club competitions, 
took an important part in 
its exhibitions, and served 
a term as its secretary. His 
efforts helped to make the 
activiti es of the club and 
its committees successful , 
for h e thr ew hi s bes t 
energy into everything he 
undertook. T o be helpful 
to others less endowed with 
talent than himself he gave 

BIRCH B U RD ET T E LO NG 

(l .. ,ttt.. and .s<'"'"'"'" """' $irm 35m·dctt-e'< >< 
eong~ '1l!ith friendliness atui lulpfu111'!% his 
work was bone so that- hi1> <"ont<u"tv witn otn.... 
nu!lt were ®""¥"' h<lnnonious. >U was """"' 
a <<>tnr~ in tlw quc..t- for I>=~. 1vhich 1.¢. 
captured with pencil <>nd. 1'..u1>h <>nd. F."· 
.!Tlu? int.:•n~it.lc mantle of hi<> "'9'1isite im419i
n<>ti<>n lw wr<>pt <>1'out tlw id...41,; of other,;. <>o 
that the~ <>ho= 1vith ,.,. .. ., distinction, for his 
t-ouch "'""' t-o tlicttt like t\t.,, 91u.shinc, i-cw~ 
nru;l hcalifJ5. -

/For hv<?ntl(·fi.,e l:P"r9 \,., hn5 1'un " rnnn-
. bcr of tlw J.\rchitcctu1·al ·~ ""~""· 'Duri'lS thnt

mt-irc period. lw Ml> une.elfil!'h.11!, ....,,.&e,r..d.l( 
coru>tAnt <>1ui ""lunbk 5cc.,icc, wlutl1'!-r in
th" \""""~ t<><>k of J.i~i"$ tlic h41~ing- of 
t\u <lnnunl exhibition. whkh. he J.id. (odu>en· 
q.-four l'""r" u-ith 9u1',P46!!>ing" skill and .'<.>< 
j"'4µnent-. 01· in pron\Otion <>nd. 6U)>~\- <Jf 
tlw litnoAraphi<! .u>0rk of HU' ~uc. At all 
titnes, he .u'<lf; 4 .u•i<>e and. ""-9""' n>llnGelor 
atui. hi,; infhlC11C<? a•.....l ~"'"""" were nll.-yer
UQ9t1'C, . 

cThe .'Arrnit«tut-11t -.e~.w 
MnnOt h.m! rccorJ. it" full inJ.c~w to him, 
fur too lon!f i& tnc list- of his d.ced_g,. Jt niourns 
him as a friend. and. c0tnr...k whc mnd4' his 
...U.ion6 of bca~ vi6il>lc to other men.. 

,. ,.J , ' , .. ,,. ~ . "" 

A RESOLUT ION BY THE AR CH ITECTURAL LEAGUE OF 

NEW YORK 

years he took keen enj oy
ment in see ing some of his 
former pupils become suc
cessfu l rende rers, compet
ing with h im on h is own 
groun d. 

T he Chicago A rchitec
tura l Club established a 
tr avel in g scholarshi p in 
about 1900 a n d B i rc h 
entered th e competit ion. 
T wo yea rs later, on his 
third attempt, he won the 
scholarship. His winning 
drawing is shown here on 
page 6 7 5 and evidences 
originality of design. H e 
spe nt severa l m o nth s 
a br oa d, sketc hin g a nd 
study ing in I ta ly, F ra nce, 
Belgi um, H oll and, and 
E ngland. His trip was 
brought to a close by re
ce ipt of a ca bl e from 
Albert Fellheimer of N ew 
York invi t ing him to re
turn and work for him in 
New Y ork. H e arrived 
home with a portfolio well 
fill ed w ith d e l ig htful 
sketches, mostly in wa ter 

his precious time to teach two classes a week in wate r 
color and pen and ink. This willingness to help the 
younger men, it may be said in passing, was char
acteristic of him, as many w ho we re aided by him 
in advancing thei r abilities wi ll testify. In later 

color. Most of these were disposed of immediate! y 
after hi s return , ei ther by sale or as gif ts to his fr iends 
and are not ava ilable for publ ication. M r. Fell
heimer, however, has kindly lent two for reproduction 
with th is article, one of Venice which is shown in 

FR OM A WATER COLOR RENDERING BY BIRCH BURDETTE LONG 

HOUSE AT GARDEN C ITY, .LONG". ISLAND-ALFRED BUSSELLE, ARCHJTE C'J' 
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WATER COLOR BY BIRCH LONG FOR REED AND STEM AND ALFRED FELLHEIMER, ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS 

POWER STATION FOR NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD AT PORT MORRIS, NEW YORK 
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BIRCH BURDETTE LONG 

color and the other in black and white on page 676. 
On arrival home he established his permanent resi

dence (except for a few years in the suburbs) in 
New York and became engaged by Mr. Fellheimer 
to work on designs and perspectives for the Grand 
Central T erminal Development. In a short time he 
had made himself known to the architects of New 
York and soon established his own studio there. 

The following summer he was commissioned by the 
Century M agazine to illustrate an article on London 
which necessitated another trip abroad. Upon return
ing from this second trip he received another commis
sion from the Century Magazine to illustrate the 
new buildings for West Point by Cram, Goodhue, 
and Ferguson. Most of these drawings were in oil. 

About this time Long branched out into decorative 
paintings and is best represented in this field by his 
series of paintings for the New York Building at 
the San Francisco World's Fair and by his decorations 
in the William Penn Hotel in Pittsburgh. 

In addition to his many published drawings there 
were at least two occasions when he contributed 
articles to the architectural press. In an illustrated 
article published in The Architectural Review at some 
time during 1905, under the title "Individual Styles 
of Rendering," he analyzed the various types and 
methods of rendering and described the work of the 
foremost renderers of that day in a charming and 
scholarly manner. In The Brickbuilder, in 1914, he 
discoursed on "The Use of Color in Architecture." 

Just as he was active in the affairs of the Chicago 
Architectural Club so he entered the life of the Archi
tectural League of New York. For twenty-four 
years he gave to it freely of his precious time and 
service in hanging its exhibitions. This work he did 
with his usual thoroughness, making a regular 
charette of it, working days at a time from eight in 
the morning until midnight. Even when his final 
illness was upon him he insisted on taking part in the 
important work of hanging the show of 192 7 even 
at the risk of his life, though no one realized at the 
time, of course, that his sickness was to prove fatal. 

One evening in the fall of 1 923, as part of the 
"current work" program of the League, Long, Scott 
Williams (the painter and illustrator), and others 
conducted an experiment on a lithograph-monotype 
combination at the old League headquarters on 5 7th 
Street. Joseph Pennell, who was teaching lithography 
at that time in the Art Students' League, located in 
the same building, came in during the session to find 
out the key secret of double transfer necessary for the 
success of the experiment. George C. Miller, the 
lithographic printer, was the technical expert in 
charge. Long, Williams, and Miller, working 
together, in the face of a declaration by Pennell that 
the thing was impossible, succeeded in making a wash 
drawing on a zinc plate, etching and printing it in 
twenty-five minutes. Most of the audience of League 
members was unaware that anything unusual was 
going on but those who knew got considerable amuse
ment out of the byplay between the principals. 

LAST ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING MADE BY BIRCH BURDETTE LONG 

RESIDENCE OF PORTER HOAGLUND, ESQ., RUMSON, NEW JERSEY-ALFRED BUSSELLE, ARCHITECT 
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FROM A RENDERING JN COLOR BY BIRCH BURDETTE LONG 

" T OWE R OF J.EA R :'\ l '.'<r.," UN IVE R SIT Y OF PITTSB U R G H-CHARLES Z . KLA U DE R, AR C H ITEC T 
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BIRCH BURD E TTE LONG 

WINNING DESIGN BY BIRCH LONG FOR THE CHICAGO ARCHITECTURAL CLl.' B TR.-\.VELLI NG SC HOLA RSHIP 

A MONUMENTAL C R OSS ING FOR THE ILLI NO IS CENTRAL RAILWAY AT THE M ID IVAY PLAI SAN C E 

The m ost important outcome of the evening was 
that a fter a fifteen-minute talk with Birch Long, 
Williams was able to get him to work with Miller ;;1 
architectural renderings in the lithographic medium. 
The result was that Long made two beautiful litho
graphic renderings, drawn on stone, for Raymond 
H ood, the subj ects being the Chicago Tribune Tower 
and its main entrance . These drawings which were 
about th e maximum size possible on stone for hand 
printing-36 inches high-were enthusiasti cally re
ce ived and L ong undertook a seri es of renderings on 
stone for the profession. From this technique he 
passed to the use of z inc plates, of the special sensi 
ti ven ess of which he was quick to take advantage . 
With these his practice was to put his layout on th e 
plate first and have it etched. The fini shed work was 
then drawn complete with the lithographic pencil and 
a second or counter etch applied, the res ult of which 
was to grey down the layout lines so that they became 
faint sketch lines while the principal work was de
veloped by the etch to its full strength. This little 
story is told to show how keen was L ong's mind and 
how quick he was to take ad vantage of the peculiar 
qualities of the z in c plate as opposed to the stone. 

The happy partnership of L ong and Miller lasted 
until L ong's death, arti st and craftsman combining 
th eir efforts to get the best results from the m edium. 
Their work had much to do with bringing to the 
attention of renderers and architects generall y the 
practical and artistic advantages of using lithography 
to supplant the common practice of making pencil 
renderin gs and photographing them. Many of the 

profession use lithographic renderings now 111 direct 
consequence of L ong's acti ve interest in the medium. 

Another outgrowth of Long 's introduction to 
lithography was the fo rmation of a class of Archi
tectural L eague m embers who got togethe r evenings 
in the L eague studio fo r study and mutual help. ..r\s 
usual L ong proved to be an enthusiastic leade r in these 
studio evenings devoted to lithography, etchin g, and 
li fe drawing, and as a tri bute to his m em orr the 
classes a re still ca rried on. 

Shortly before hi s death some of his fri ends and 
coworkers of the L eague, including its president and 
three of its ex-presidents, gave a dinner in hi s honor 
and presented him with a lovi ng cup to show their 
appreciation of his work fo r th e L eague and their 
affection fo r him as a fri end. This token from his 
intimate fri ends made him very happy. 

Birch's nature was kindly, gentle, tolerant, and 
lovable, tinctured w ith a fine sense of humor. It 
was my g reat privilege to have known him since boy
hood days-to have li ved, traveled, sketched, and 
worked with him-a wonderful companionship over 
so many yea rs. A beautiful tr ibute to hi s cha racter was 
given by R ay mond H ood in this magazipe and another 
by H. Van Buren Magonigle in Architecture, both 
published soon a fter his death. Still another is fo und 
in the resolution passed by the executi ve committee 
of the A rchitectural L eague of New York as shown 
on page 671 herewith . His was a life of work which 
he loved for its own sake and for the sake of helping 
others-a true romance of service. 
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Courtesy of A lfred Fellheimer 

THE SPANISH STEPS, ROME-FROM A COLOR SKETCH BY BIRCH BURDETTE LONG 
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BIRCH BURDETT E LONG 

EDITOR'S NOTE :-T lie fallowing letters from architects 
and ot/iers who knew Birch L ong will throw 1mtc!i light 
upon his career and show how highly lie was . generally 
esteemed. 

FROM AYMAR EMBURY II OF NEW YORK 

"It is pleasant to know that you are going to pub
lish an article on the work of Birch Long, and I 
am grateful to you for the opportunity to say a few 
words of appreciation of him both as a man and as an 
artist although I was so fond of him that I find it 
difficult to disassociate my affection for him as a man 
from my admiration for him as an artist. 

"One thing which I may say which may not be 
said by others is that Birch Long was one of the most 
powerful influences in the architectural world of our 
time, although I think this is but rarely comprehended 
even by the men with whom he came in close contact. 
I know, for my own part, that I have never had 
criticism so sound and thorough as that from Long. 
He had, to a very rare degree, the ability to see what 
one was driving at and to help push the blow home 
instead of suggesting that an entirely different method 
of approach might produce better results. 

"It was very unusual when I sent a scheme to him 
for a rendering that he did not, in some way, impro,ve 
the design either directly after consultation with me 
or indirectly by accentuating the important and valu
able features of the design and suppressing or slightly 
altering that which he considered unfortunate. I 
doubt if this was a conscious process ; it was probably 
the result of his genuine and sensitive architectural 
appreciation; but he never tried to accomplish these 
changes by blurring, or slurring over portions of the 
drawings as many of the renderers do. His drawings 

were literal, legible, and accurate, as well as being 
beautiful, and I have many times studied them be
cause in their indication of texture and of quality of 
shadow so as to produce in the executed work, as 
nearly as I was able, the factors which gave charm 
to his drawings. 

"He was, I suppose, of a greater catholicity of 
taste than any other man of my acquaintance who had 
genuine convictions on the subject of architecture. 
The derivation of motives was not to him all which 
was important; the method of their use was the essen
tial. H e had little fondness for 'the same old thino-o 

in the same old way,' and thirty years ago anticipated 
the motives of the so-called 'style moderne' but was 
himself a person of great ability as a designer and of 
a fertile imagination. His use of unprecedented 
motives was never dry and dull or clumsy as is so 
much of the modern work. 

"It appears that I have not said much about him as 
a man nor much about him as an artist and I think it 
is unnecessary to do so. Mr. Starr will doubtless tell 
of his personal charm and kindness and his fri endly 
spirit. His drawings speak for themselves. I would 
prefer rather to accent his great value to American 
architecture through what he meant to the many 
hundreds of architects for whom he made colored 
drawings and through these drawings to all the rest 
of us; and also what he gave directly to the multitude 
of young men whom he liked and who liked him." 

FROM BENNO JANSSEN OF PITTSBURGH 

"Birch was always an inspiration to an architect as 
beautiful lines flowed from his pencil that often sug
gested many things to the architect." 

FROM A RENDERING IN WATER COLOR BY BIRCH LONG FOR JANSSEN AND ABBOTT, ARCHITECTS 
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FROM A DRAWING IN PEN AND INK AND WATER COLOR BY BIRCH BURDETTE LO NG 
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BIRCH BURDETTE LONG 

BIRCH LONG'S RESIDENCE AT PEEKSKILL, NEW YORK, WHERE HE WORKED FOR YEARS-HIS OWN DESIGN 

FROM H. VAN BuREN MAGONIGLE OF NEW YoRK 

"I don't r emember just when I m et Birch Long
it must have been about 1904, soon after he came to 
New York to begin the long series of drawings for 
which the profession is so deeply indebted to him; it 
seems to m e that I knew him w ell from the start; I 
can't rem ember any period of mere acquaintanceship; 
he had such a friendl y way with him that one f elt 
one had known him always-which accounts for the 
words I began with. 

"First and last he made quite a number of draw
in o-s for m e-two of them at least are among the best 

b . 
he ever m ade. Sometimes I had him make them 111 

the office for the sake of his influence on the boys and 
so that they could see how he went at it, and with 
them he was always friendly and helpful and gave 
them free ly of his great store of knowledge; he 
always worked with a cigar in his hand, and I think 
it amused those who were used to my rather particular 
habits to see how Birch dropped cigar ashes on a wer 
sky, left it alone until it dried and fli cked it off with 
a handkerchief. It never seemed to hurt the sky; I 
daresay it did it good; and I know it did m e good. 

" In all the years of our friendship-for I am 
proud to say it w as a friendship--he was always de
pendable and would work straight through night and 

day, if necessary, to meet the tim e schedule, always 
cheerful, amusing and optimistic. 

"There are some m en easily forgotten; there are 
others one misses more and more as time goes on; 
Birch Long is one of those." 

FRoM M c KrM, MEAD & WmTE o F NEw YoRK 

"We are glad to record our admiration for the 
work of Birch Burdette Long. Of the dozen or 
more examples of his drawings in our possession, all 
show how preeminent he was in matters of compo
sition and imagination. They are veritable pictures 
executed with an astonishing del icacy of touch." 

FROM ]. H. PHILLIPS OF NEW YORK 

"Mr. Starr has asked m e to write yo u a f ew words 
relative to Birch Long. I understand you are devot
ing a special number to him soon. Birch was one of 
my closest friends in Chicago, where I a rrived shortly 
after the World's F air. 

"The Chicago Architectural Club was the place 
where all the rising youn g draftsmen of the ci ty 
gathered and Birch Burdette L ong soon became the 
star performer on the sketching jaunts Saturday and 
Sunday. H e was always placed first when the sketches 
were placed on exhibition in the fall. 

"I recall how delighted we both we re to rneet in 
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Liverpool, England, and to have a sketching trip in 
England in early summer, Birch having just won the 
Competition for the Third Travelling Scholarship of 
the Chicago Architectural Club. I won the second 
the year before. My vacation was at an end and his 
just beginning. We had many delightful experiences 
and I regretted having to leave him. 

"It was less than a year later that I had arranged 
with Reed & Stem to give him a place on their staff 
which was the stepping stone to his success in the 
New York field of architectural rendering where, I 
am sure other architects in New York will agree, he 
held a place which has been impossible to refill." 

FROM HARVEY WILEY CORBETT OF NEW YORK 

"I am very glad to say a f ew words in regard to 
Mr. Birch Burdette Long's contribution to the field 
of architectural rendering. We all know and deeply 
appreciate the great artistic merit of his work, bring
ing into the presentation of architectural work the 
quality of the painter. 
- ''PENCIL P OINTS m ay be interested in one very 
personal phase of Long's work that always impressed 
me throughout the many years of our acquaintance, 
and it is a point which is encouraging to men who 
have real architectural f eeling but are not particularly 
skillful as sketchers: 

"The work Long did in preparation for an archi
tectural rendering was always most discouraging. 
One had the feeling that the drawing could not pos
sibly come out right. He lacked, in other words, that 
sketch facility which can make just a few rough lines 
look attractive. But when the work was finished 
and he finally brought his picture together, then the 
ensemble had a quality far more attractive than that 
of any other renderer I have known. The progres
sive steps were quite imperfect; the finished product 
was perfect. W e have many examples among 
draftsmen where the progressive steps look highly at
tractive and the finished product is a failure. This 
was never true of Long's work." 

F ROM ALFRED BussELLE OF NEW YORK 

"In sending you several examples of the work of 
Birch Burdette Long, I am glad to add an affection
ate tribute based on many years of what I am proud 
to call friendship. 

"These drawings were made in L ong's typical 
way with me, and doubtless with others:-'When do 
you have to have it?' and always the drawing was 
done, whatever inconvenience it might entail. 

" H e enveloped the architect's thought with the 
aura of his genius so that our effort was stimulated to 
make the fini shed work as good as the drawing, and 
always it was the architect's story he tried to tell in 
m ore beautiful language , rather than a story of his own. 

"The last drawing he ever made was character
istic. I called him up on a Saturday and asked if he 

POINTS 

could make a drawing of a little addition to a house 
I built. He said he would have to do it on Sunday as 
they were starting to hang the L eague Exhibition on 
Monday. I took the sketch elevation to him about 
eleven o'clock, together with the working drawings 
of the original house. H e said he was going to dine 
with his mother but that I could have it in the after
noon. He produced it as you see, without laying out 
the perspective, and showing the house itself also, 
although I told him that under the circumstances 
this would not be necessary. 'If a man compel thee to 
go with him a mile, go with him twain.' 

"He was a great artist, a great sweet soul, and a 
gentleman." 

FROM GEORGE c. MILLER OF NEW y ORK 

"In my work with Birch Burdette L ong, as his 
lithographic printer, I had an opportunity to know 
him perhaps as intimately during his last years as any 
one of his fri ends. P ractically all of his work of 
that period was in lithography and he took a studio 
ad joining my shop so that he could be near the scene 
of action. In all my relations with him I found 
him most reasonable in his demands upon my time 
and skill. H e never asked for the impossible and 
always showed the utmost consideration for me in 
every way, seeming to have an instinctive under
standing of the difficulties and limitations of the 
lithographic art. He was a true artist and I am 
proud to be able to say that he was my friend." 

FROM CHESTER B. PRICE OF NEW y ORK 

"I think that the most vivid impression I received 
of Birch Long's work was when, about a year and a 
half ago, it f ell upon me, as chairman of the Archi
tectural League's Minor Exhibition Committee, to 
collect a group of his drawings and paintings for a 
M emorial E xhibition, at the L eague Clubhouse in 
New York. 

"We called on his family, his friends, his clients 
and received a very comprehensive collection. Viewed 
as a whole, it presented an astonishing variety and 
interest. The delicate charm of some of his earlier 
pen and ink drawings was contrasted with the strength 
and colorful atmosphere of his later lithographs-the 
quick, sure, free touch in an outdoor water color with 
the studied composition in opaque color. 

"His work had and still has a tremendous influ
ence for good in architectural illustration . 

"At his worst, and he occasionally did some poor 
things, he could merely be called indifferent-the in
difference of a tired rnind which had so rnany times 
brought forth beauty out of mediocrity in subject 
matter that he could hardly be blamed for thinking, 
'What the hell's the use'- and slap it out. 

"At his best, he has never been surpassed for deli
cate strength and beauty of color or in feeling for 
architectural form . He founded a tradition." 
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PART 3-MANIPULATION AND LAYOUT 

By Ernest Irving Freese 

EDITOR'S N oTE:-Tft.is article, w!tic!t is copyrighted, 1929, by the author, continues the series begtm in the August issue. 

IN THE LANGUAGE of drafting, a horizontal 
line is not necessarily a level one. Nor is a vertical 
line always plumb. On the drafting-board, the 
T-square, when placed in normal working position, 
is the base or datum to which all lines of this normal 
rectangular system are referred. Any line, then, 
drawn along, or parallel with, the working edge of 
the T-square is a horizontal. A line square with this 
is a vertical, rega rdl ess of whether it is a plan line or 

as is indicated by the dotted-line positions shown in 
the Figure. And a parallel to any inherent line shown 
is the simplest possible thing to produce-merely slide 
the instrument on the base with which it is in contact, 
or slide the entire combination on the T-square or 
by means of the T-square. Moreover, since the in
crement of obliquity is 7 Yz degrees, or 1/ 48th of a 
circumference, it is evident that a complete circle 
can readily be divided into 48, 24, 16, 12, 8, 6, 4, 3 

a line in elevation . And 
any line not co ngruent 
with this rectangular sys
tem of the board, is an 
oblique. 

TllL 04/lfUT ~ 
l#;/L£L'.".IVT Ll#L/ 

or 2 equal parts, and that 
eight regular polygons can 
thus be drawn, inclusive of 
the equilateral triangle, the 
square, the hexagon, the 
octagon, dodecagon, etc. 
All this can be accom
plished by direct manipula
tion of the instruments, 
without recourse to the 

As indicated in Figure 
16, herewith, all horizon
tals and verticals, as well 
as all obliques paralleling 
the ones shown, are inher
ent in the lines of the 
T-square and the three tri
angles, ei ther singly or in 
combination, as the case 
may be. This drawing 
represents the full range of 
lines procurable by manip
ulation or placement of the 
sliding instruments when 
referred to the T-square as 
a base. In regard to the 
obliques, it is to be noted 
that the 22 Yz -degree tri
angle increases the number 
of obliques obtainable 
with the two commonly
u se d triangles by 12 0 
per cent. Any of the in
herent obliques shown can 
be reve rsed in direction, 
w h il e m a intaining the sam e 
angle to the horizontal, by 
the obvious process of re
versing the instruments or 
the combination. A per
pendicular to any one of 
them can be drawn by 
transposing the hypotenuse 
of the triangle used in 
drawing the original line, 
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compass or extraneous con
struction lines. 

All lines taking direc
tions other than the di
rections shown in Figure 
16 are extraneous to the 
instruments, and each such 
oblique line, or series of 
them, establishes another 
system of lines, one of 
which must then be deter
mined by construction or 
layout. Once this single 
line is correctly established 
in direction, it thereby be
comes a key to all other 
lines of the extraneous sys
tem. The others can then 
be gotten either by direct 
manipulation of the instru
ments in an oblique posi
tion or, in case this process 
shou ld prov e non-expe
dient, by shifting the draw
ing bodily on the board so 
that the normal position of 
any one ruling edge of the 
sliding instruments will 
become coincident with the 
established datum line of 
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the extraneous system which, by virtue of the said 
shift, becomes inherent. 

N ow consider the elevation presented in Figure 17. 
The roof is "five-eighths pitch," which means that 
the ri se is five-eighths of the span. Expressed in 
terms of the steel square, the roof pitch is therefore 
15: 12, or 15 inches ve rtical rise to 12 inches hori
zontal run. And the latter is the way in which it 
should always be noted on the working drawings. In 
this case, then, the roof lines are extraneous to any 
lines contained in the sliding instruments when opera
tive in their normal working positions. H ence, to lay 
out these lines, proceed as follows : 

Establish any convenient point, say the point a, 
where the under side of the rafter meets the plate, as 
indicated both in the "layout detail" given at the 
upper right-hand corner of the drawing and in the 
structural "plate section" given on the scale elevation 
at the correspondingly opposite portion of the roof. 
Set the bow compass to a radius equal to the depth of 
the rafter plus the thickness of the roof sheathing, or 
covering, as the case may be. W ith thi s radius, and 
with point a as center, draw part of a ci rcle about this 
fixed point as shown. H orizontally, from point a, 
lay off the distance ab, at any scale as great as practi
cable with in the confines of the drawing, making this 
distance equal to 12 units of the chosen scale. This 
represents the "run." Then lay off be, vertically, 
making it equal to 15 units of the same scale. This 
is the corresponding "rise." H ence, the direction ac 
represents the required 15: 12 "slope" of the roof. 
But, since this direction is not congruent with any 
normally-placed edge of the sliding instruments, it 
remains to establish an oblique position for the latter, 
so that the otherwise extraneous lines of the roof wi ll 
become inherent and thereby allow of the succeeding 
parallels being gotten by direct manipulation rather 
than by a repe tition of the time-consuming layout re
quired to establish the first of the series. Th is is easy. 
Bring the short leg of, say, a 30-degree triangle into 
contact with the T-square and, manipulat ing the two 
instruments in solid sliding contact, move the hypote
nuse of the triangle into alignment with the estab
l ished points a and c, and the deed is done ! N ow, 
holding the T-square firm, slide the triangle there
along into tangency with the small circle previously 
drawn about the point a. If the draw ing be at large 
enough scale to warrant or demand geometric exacti
tude, fi rst locate the point of tangency in the precise 
and quick manner illustrated in the similarly-lettered 
"layout detail" given in the Figure. Instead of slid
ing the triangle into tangent touch by the well-known 
"eye-ball" m ethod, shift this triangle from position 
" l" to position "2,'' thereby bringing its hypotenuse 
perpendicular to its fo rmer direction but still passing 
through the center, a, of the drawn circle. The 
thus-transposed hypotenuse will then cross this circle 

at the point T which is the precise point of tangency 
required . Place the pencil at this precise point and 
shi f t the triangle into touch with same, which gives 
position "3" shown in the "layout detail." The 
extraneous combination of T-square and triangle is 
then as shown both in this detail and in the elevation. 
N ow, holding the T-square and triangle in firm con
junction, draw the raking line de . What have you 
done? D escribed in classroom language, but executed 
in dra fting room manner, you have "drawn a tangent 
to a given circle, parallel with a given line." In 
other words, you have established one of the required 
roof lines, de. Any other required roof line that 
parallels the thus-determined one, can now be directly 
drawn by merely sliding the same tri angle along the 
obliquely-held T-square to the predetermined point 
required; the T-square being in such a position that 
all roof lines sloping in one direct ion lie at an 
angle of 60 degrees to the blade. T o facilitate 
the speedy replacement of the T-square in th is 
position, in case it is again required, slightly inden t 
any two points, f and g, at its opposite ends, and 
identify these points with a penciled ring. Or draw 
two short lines along the T-square at f and g as 
shown. Then, when a roof line is needed, the 
T -square can again be placed in the sam e oblique 
position and the required line drawn with the triangle 
that was first used in determining the T-square's 
posi tion . Similarly, the position of the T-square can 
be determined in relation to the line hj sloping in the 
opposite direction or, as a general assertion, in rela
tion to any series of extraneous lines in any direction. 
Moreover, if a perpendicular to any such sloping 
line is required, it will be found to lie along the 
hypotenuse of the same triangle, provided the tri angle 
is shifted so as to bring its other leg in contact with 
the T-square. Or, as in the case of the upper 
slope, kl, of the chimney weathering, which here con
forms to the roof pitch, the perpendicular, mn, to this 
slope can be drawn with a smaller triangle placed at 
90 degrees to the other, as indicated in the drawing. 
P ractice will develop many other ways of utilizing the 
principles here set forth. 

Next, in the same Figure, assume that the center 
line, op, and half the width, qr, of the central 
octagonal bay has been laid out. The hypotenuse of 
a 4 5-degree tri angle placed in line with r , will cross 
op at s, and the steep angle of a 22 ,0 -degree triangle 
wi ll project s to t on the horizontal line qr, and a 
verti cal through t will then be the front corner of that 
half of the bay. Then the 45-degree line, ru, will 
be the true width of the foreshortened si de of the 
octagon, upon which the true width, vw, of the 
window opening can be laid out and the verti cal 
corners of the jamb thus correctly placed in elevation. 
And the distance wx, lai d off perpendicular to ru, and 
equal to the depth of reveal, will locate the ve rti cal 
line of this reveal in elevation. All of which is of 
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general application to any regular octagonal bay. 
The brick sills of the two bays, and the brick 

weathering of the central bay, are on a 30-degree 
slope: hence, the outstanding true contours at y and z 
can be drawn directly with the 30-60-degree triangle, 
as indicated in Figure 17 and as clearly detailed in 
Figure 18. The latter Figure further illustrates a 
simple and precise procedure for determining the 
mitre lines of the si ll at the front corners, as well as 
the placement of the front corner lines of the offset 
base and parapet wall. Regardless of the slope of 
the sill, project its true outstanding contour lines 
established at y to the points 1 and 2, respectively, on 
the center line op, as given. Then a straightedge 
placed in line with the points 1 and 3 will give the 
line 3-4. Shift the straightedge into line with points 
2 and 4 and thus complete the line of the sill mitre 
with the line 4-5. A vertical now dropped from 
point 5 will be the vertical corner, 5-6, of the offset 
base, as shown. Now bisect 3-7 at point 8. Then 
the line 9-10, drawn parallel with 8-1, will be the 
line of intersection of the sill and jamb in oblique 
elevation. Wherefore, the lines of the brick joints of 
the upper face of this same sill will also run parallel 
with this line of intersection. Now project point 
8 to 11, in line with point 1 and on the horizontal 
through 4. The header joints of the sill will then run 
parallel with the line 11-2. The mitre line 12-13-
14-15, at the top of the bay, is procured in similar 
manner to the line 3-4-5-6 at the base. And the 
same methods can be applied to the octagonal top of 
the chimney in Figure 17. In none of the above 
cases is recourse or reference to the plan required. 

~------------ -r-~.---~- I ' 
L __________ ___ __ ' 1,.- __ 1
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In Figure 19, a vertical skyscraper accommodat
ingly assumes a prostrate attitude on the drafting
board. The long verticals, otherwise out of reach 
of the triangles, now become T-square horizontals, 
while the horizontals become verticals within the 
operating range of the triangles. In this manner, 
any line of the drawing can be made by one place
ment of the instrument used. Note also that the 
vertical dimensioning is done in conformity with the 
manner in which the fini shed drawing is to be bound 
into the eventual set-or so that the fi gures will not 
have to be read upside-down. In the segmental 
window arches of the upper stories, the spring line ab 
is fixed and the required radius is equal to the opening, 
that is, equal to the distance ab between the spring 
points. Center c, then, must lie at the vertex of the 
equilateral triangle abc, and can therefore be directly 
located by the 30-degree triangle, as shown. In the 
case of the entrance arch, however, the crown point 
d is fixed, and the radius, as before, is to equal the 
width of the opening. Project the crown point to 
either jamb line, thus locating e. A 4 5-degree line 
from e then mee ts the other jamb at f, and the re
quired center g will lie on a perpendicular from f , as 
the illustration indicates. The required radius gd 
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FIGURE 19 

will then equal the width of the opening-thus main
taining the same proportion in this arch as in the 
others. 

Occasionally a vertical must be drawn near, or 
beyond, the end of the T-square as, for instance, the 
footing line hj in Figure 19. In these rare cases the 
lines must be drawn along the unlighted edges of the 
reversed triangles, as the fi gure indicates, in order that 
the base of the triangles shall remain in contact with 
the T-square for establishing the perpendicular 
thereto. 

Several interesting and practical problems of 
manipulation and layout are presented and "solved" 
in the next two illustrations, Figures 20 and 21. 
Wing "A," in Figure 20, can be laid out and drawn 
directly with the sliding instruments in their normal 
working positions as shown. In the vaulted arcade 
at "K," the hypotenuse of a 4 5-degree triangle gives 
the intersecting groin lines of the semicircular arches 
in plan, one of which is the line ab. In the bay at 
"D," ·an alternate method of laying out the five sides 
of a regular octagon, in plan, is indicated: the method 
here shown being a limited variation of the general 
rriethod heretofore described and shown in Part 1, 
Figure 2; the difference being that, in this case, the 
construction yields only the exterior line of the bay 
wall which, on a plot plan, for instance, would be the 
only line needed. The known dimension is the given 
width ed. Lay this off in its proper place . Then, 
with the triangles indicated, draw lines radiating 
from cat angles of 22 0 , 45, 670, and 90 degrees, 
respecti vely. Then, always starting from the other 
corner d, run in the octagonal wall line, from d 
around to j , with the congruent edges of the 45-
degree tri angle and the T-square. The points e and 
f should now lie in exact horizontal alignment, which 
can readily be checked with the T-square. 

Now, with the T-square, establish the long datum 
line gh, in this case coincident with the face of the 
front wall of wing "A." A similar datum line, jp, 
is next to be laid out for the wing "B," which latter 
here lies at an angle of 36 degrees and 45 minutes to 

wing "A." This angle is not contained in any of the 
instruments, either singly or in combination. It must, 
therefore, be gotten by construction . Now, by utiliz
ing a valuable property of the circle, any angle that 
can be exactly and fractionally expressed in degrees 
and quarters o j a degree, can be laid out, without 
interpolation, on a protractor that reads only to half 
degrees. In the case here chosen, the angle is seen 
to be exactly 36}4 degrees. The nearest instrument 
line to this is 30 degrees. So, from the given devia
tion point, k, draw the 30-degree line, kl, with the 
triangle. Subtracting this angle of 30 degrees from 
the required one of 36}4 degrees, leaves the angle m 
of 6}4 degrees to be laid out with the protractor, 
which instrument, by the way, should be of the largest 
size available. To lay out this 6~'4-degree angle, the 
angle subtended from a point on the circumference 
is used instead of the central angle. It is done in the 
following manner: Place the protractor in the position 
shown, along the 30-degree line kl, with the zero 
mark at k, and the 180-degree mark at n, on kl. 
Then, from n to o, lay off, not 6}4 degrees, but 
exactly twice this number or 13 0 degrees, which not 
only locates the point o on the required line, but 
locates it at nearly twice the distance from k that 
would result if the angle were laid out with the center 
of the protractor at k instead of the zero mark. This, 
then, not only results in a closer approach to precision 
of angle than would otherwise be possible, but it also 
yields a line, ko, of sufficient length to prolong with 
fair exactitude. So, using the T-square upside-down 
as a straightedge, bring it into exact alignment with 
the now established points k and o, and draw the long 
datum line jp which is the reference line of the co
ordinate system of extraneous lines of wing "B." 
The use of these long datum lines will presently be 
made plain . It is now required to determine the 
direction of wing "C" which lies midway between 
the other two. In other words, the "problem" arises 
of bisecting with exactitude the angle gkp, and still 
procure a bisecting line of enough length to assure of 
its accurate prolongation. This could be done with 
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the beam compass in the ancient Euclidean m anner, 
but the m ethod shown is more direct and just as 
precise- and just as general in application. M ark 
off any distance, kp, as great as can be contained on 
the board, but within normal reach of the T-square. 
M ake pq, parallel with kg, equal to kp. The point q 
then lies on the bisector of the angle gkp. Place the 
working edge of the T-square in line with k and q. 
D raw the long datum line rs, which is the required 
bisector of the angle between the wings "A" and "B," 
and is also the center line of the wing "C," as shown. 

Bring any two large triangles together , hypotenuse 

is to be done on, say, the oblique wings "B" and "C" 
of Figure 20, it will then, in view of the extensive 
layout, undoubtedly prove expeditious and convenient 
to shift the drawing bodily on the board so as to bring 
the otherwise awkwardly extraneous l ines of either 
system into congruency with the inherent lines 
of the sliding instruments in thei r normal working 
positions. This, then, is the reason for first drawing 
the long-extended datum lines jp and rs, as has been 
done. They are the reference lines to which the 
working edge of the T-square should be fitted in 
shifting the position of the drawing on the drafting

board. And the long line 
gh exists for the purpose 
of again placing the draw
ing in its original position 
on the board, coordinate 
with the lines of the m ain 
wing " A ." 

to hypotenuse, as at "F" 
and "G" in Figure 20. 
Slid ing them as a unit, 
move an edge of one into 
alignment with the line 
rs just established. Then, 
the triangle "F ,'' by slid
ing same on "G" in one 
direction or the other , will 
yield any coordinate lines 
belonging to the rectangu
lar system of w ing "C" 
that are w ithin reach, as, 
for instance, the lines tu, 
uv, and vw. FIGURE 2 1 

Figure 21, at reduced 
scale, shows the actual 

,drawing of Figure 20 
shifted into such a position 
that the lines of w ing "B" 
fall into line with the 
working edges of the T
square and tri angles. The 
line jp here becomes a horiIn the same drawing, 

Figure 20, the long lines of w ing "C," paralleling 
sr, can , if there are but a f ew of them, be gotten 
expeditiously by using the scale, in the two far-apart 
positions " H" and "],'' to establish their right-angular 
distances directly from the given datum or center line 
rs, as indicated : then by drawing the required lines 
with the T -square placed in line with the thus-found 
points. The only requisite to the procurat ion of 
accurate results by this method of draw ing parallels, 
is, as pointed out in the text of Part 1 and in F igure 
15 of P art 2 heretofore, that the opposite graduation 
marks used to establ ish the perpendicularity of the 
scale to the given line rs, be squarely opposite as 
shown. These marks, then, when m ade to coincide 
w ith the given line, will automatically place the 
scale at r ight angles thereto, and the m easurement 
can usually be made directly therefrom without the 
n ecessity of drawing a right-an gular m easuring l ine. 

N ow, since the front corner, x , of the bay at "E," 
is required to locate the plan position of this bay, 
project a hori zontal from the extreme wall line of 
the other bay to meet the now established porti co
line of w ing "C" at x , which is the co rner required. 
The point z is then speedily located by a 6 7Yz -degree 
triangle line through x , and the two porti co-sides of 
the bay, zy and xy, inhere in the lines of the 4 5-degree 
triangle. The remaining three sides G m be com
pleted in the manner already m ade plain in the layi ng 
out of the bay at "D." 

Where much detail work or partition-subdi vision 

zontal and, consequently, all lines perpendicular there
to become verticals. H ence, the wing "B" can now 
be completed with the same facility as that which 
obta ined in the drawing of the main wi ng "A" in its 
original position on the board. Then, if desired, the 
drawing can be shifted again so as to revolve the 
remaining w ing "C" into easy working position on 
the board by fitt ing the previously-fixed center line, 
rs, to the ve rt ical edge of a large triangle operating 
on the T-square as a base . Finally, the drawing can 
be restored to its or iginal position-for lettering, 
dimensioning, placing of border lines, or what not
by merely pulling the tacks and "squaring up" w ith 
the initial datum line gh. 

As depicted in F igure 21, the shi f ting of the draw
ing on the board , if the drawing be nearly the size 
of the board as it here is, causes the corners to over
hang the board; whi ch condition, unless taken care 
of in the m anner suggested in this illust ration , or in 
some equally protecti ve manner, will not only cause 
the draftsman much inconven ience , but may possibly 
result in injury to the drawing. The method here 
shown is simple and effi cient . The uppe r corner is 
rolled on a la rge cardboard tube such as tracing-paper 
comes on, and this tube, a, is kept from unrolling by 
strips of adhesive linen tape, b, stuck to the board and 
to the inner sur face of the tube at each end of the 
latter. Or short stiff pieces of cardboard can be used, 
instead, as clips to hold the tube in position-a thumb
tack holding the clip to the board . A t the lower 
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edge of the board, a similar tube, c, no greater in 
diameter than the thickness of the board, and not 
much less than that, is taped to the edge of the 
board at points d-the tape being stuck to the tube 
as well as to the upper and under sides of the board. 
This gives to the board an exceedingly rigid rolled 
edge which can be placed there "in a jiffy" and re
moved in less time than that. The paper is then, after 
being tacked to the board, rolled tightly around this 
edge and securely thumb-tacked to the under side of 
the overhung board. Instead of the tape clips, d, 
strips of heavy detail 
paper, or, better yet, a 
continuous sheath of 
sa me, thumb-tacked to 
the two surfaces of the 
board, may also suffice to 
hold the tube c firmly in 
place. Both of th e 
devices shown are simple 
and effective. The entire 
drawing remains visible 
for cross refe rence, an d 
can be worked on with 
scarcely any more requi
site care than when in 
the original "square" 
position. 

d-·-' ------1---------

~I~ 

shown in Figure 22. The oblique lot line, ab, is 
given, as well .as the location, c, of the tree, and the 
starting-point, d, of the walk at the front entrance 
porch. The walk is to be, say, four feet wide, and 
must come no closer than three feet to the lot line, 
ab, to allow of ample planting-space therealong. The 
"problem" now appears as follows: T o plot the lines 

of the walk so as to swerve past the tree and, 
at the same time, to start square with the house 
line and finish parallel with the side lot line. 

This sounds quite different from the abstract geo

The "problem" pre
sented in Figure 22 is 

FIGURE 22 

metric statements of the 
form er two problems, yet 
it is the two of them 
combined. The "solu 
tion" is quickly accom
plished by the combined 
manipulation and con
struction given in the 
drawing. Bring any two 
of your triangles, 1 and 
2, into solid contact. 
Then, manipulating them 
as a unit, move the hy
potenuse of 1 into con
tact with the given lot 
line ab. Now, holding 2 
firm, reverse 1 as indi
cated by the dotted lines 
and slide it on 2 so as to 

one that constantly occurs in some form or another, 
and will most certainly have to be "solved" in some 
way or another, by some draftsman or another who 
professes to do architectural drafting. Just why this 
simple little problem proves such a stumbling-block 
to most dr~ftsmen is beyond knowing. There is 
nothing about it that is either hard to do or hard to 
remember how to do. Yet I have known seasoned 
draftsmen to "give it up," "guess at it," or "solve it 
by trial." Geometrically stated in the ancient and 
gotta-be-memorized classroom lingo, the main prob
lem is: 

T o draw a reverse circular curve between two 
fixed points that will be tangent to two given 
straight lines drawn through these points: the 
radius of one arc of the curve being given. 

The form in which the problem here occurs, in
volves the solution of another problem preliminary to 
the solution of the problem above stated; namely, 

to draw a perpendicular to a given line from a 
point not on the line. Neither of the above 

abstract lin guistic statements mean anything unless 
accompanied by an illustration of thei r practical 
everyday application; which is the precise reason why 
you promptly forget most of the geometry of the 
classroom the minute you leave the classroom. But 
this is different. So let's get at it this time from the 
drafting-room standpoint. The conditions are as 

bring its hypotenuse in line with the center c of the 
tree. Draw the line hj, making the point h seven 
f eet from the lot line as the given conditions require 
-three feet of planting plus four feet of walk. So, 
without recognizing it, and without drawing any con
struction lines at all, you have now "solved" the pre
liminary "problem" of drawing a perpendicular, hj, 
to a given line, ab, from a point c not on the line! 
Which goes to show that the classroom geometry, that 
you have forgotten, wouldn't have done you any good 
if you had remembered it! For never, during the 
last two thousand years or so has manual geometry 
been taught in the classroom-but, during the next 
two thousand years or so, it may possibly come to be 
recognized-who knows? But let's get back in the 
drafting-room, and finish this particular problem. 
With the sliding triangles, draw hg parallel with ab, 
which fixes that portion of the walk. From center c 
swing the arc hk. With the compass unchanged, 
mark off therewith the horizontal distance di, which 
makes it the same as the radius ch. From center c and 
l, with a radius as large as convenient, cross arcs at 
the points m and n. Place the compass at the point o 
where mn, prolonged, crosses ld, prolonged. Draw 
the arc dp, which will then, of necessity, come tangent 
to the other arc hk at the point q on the line of centers 
oc. You have now "solved" the main "problem" 
and have, in geometric language, drawn the reverse 
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curve, hqd, between the two fi xed points, h and d, and 
tangent to two given straight lines, gh and fd, drawn 
through the two fixed points: the radius, ch, of one 
arc of the curve being given. In other words, you 
have drawn the curve of one side of the walk. To 
draw the other boundary req~.nres no further 
elucidation. 

In constructions that call for the use of the com
pass, both legs of that instrnment should be ad
justed to come as nearly perpendicular to the paper as 
the eye of the draftsman can judge. Otherwise, 
in its revolution, the point will ream a hole in the 
paper instead of merely resting thereon in the slight 
indent required. M oreover, since the legs of this 
instrument lack a horizontal tie, a slight excess of 
vertical pressure thereupon while in revolution will 
cause it to spread and exhibit a tendency to draw 
spirals instead of circles. Precise rendering demands, 
then, that as little pressure as possible be used in the 
manipulation of this instrument, and that both the 
center point and the drawing point shall be perpen
dicular to the paper before making the swing. This 
condition of perpendicularity is not possible with the 
spring dividers, which is reason enough why this 
instrument should never be used for any purposes 
other than the stepping-off of slight distances or the 
transfer of points-never "picked off" distances
from the scale or protractor. As a matter of fact the 
spring dividers might just as well be relegated to the 
limbo of useless things : for the bow dividers fulfill 
the before-mentioned exceedingly limited demand for 
this type of instrument. The graphical division of 
straight lines and arcs is faster and more precise than 
" stepping-off," by trial and tribulation, with the di
viders. And, in subsequent Parts of this work, orig
inal and expeditious graphical methods of linear and 
angular division and subdivision will be made known 
that put the fin al stamp of uselessness upon that 

supposedly-precise instrument-the spring dividers. 

In any geometric construction or graphical layout, 
draw all lines with as little pressure as possible, yet 
enough to tender them distinct. Continue, or start, 
all contributary construction lines somewhat beyond 
the required or given points, forming a cross at their 
intersections and thereby defining such points clearly. 
Draw such lines from, rather than to, the given point, 
except in situations where this would cause an 
unhandy placing of the instruments or an awkward 
handling or "pushing" of the pencil. 

Endeavor, however, to make the entire construc
tive operation a series of steps from one point to 
another in the order of operation or solution. In 
involved construction, immediately circle each found 
point with a pencilled ring and, if the construct ion is 
not readily memorizable, further identify important 
points with a proper reference letter. M oreover, 
such important points as arc-centers, the tangent points 
of arcs or st raight lines with arcs, points of inflection, 
or of reverse or compound curvature, and the inter
section points of extremely acute or extremely obtuse 
concurrent lines, should be marked permanently and 
thus become a part of the working-drawing of the 
thing represented. For it is these things that a work
ing-drawing should show-not obliterate and leave 
it up to the workman to determine all over again , 
once the drattsman has made the "picture." Con
tinually bear in mind that, in most cases, the process 
by which an essential point or line is located in the 
drawing must, of necessity, be repeated in the actual 
laying out of the work which the drawing calls for. 
This information should therefore be recorded in the 
same way that other essential detail is recorded. In 
other words, make your "pictures" working-drawings, 
in the full sense of that expressive and comprehensive 
term. 

PENCIL AND WATER COLOR DRAWING BY BIRCH BURDETTE LONG 

LONGUE VUE COUNTRY CLUB, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA-BENNO J ANSSEN, ARCH ITECT 
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FROM A WATER COLOR DRAWING BY BIRCH BURDETTE LONG FOR JANSSEN AND ABBOTT, ARCHITECTS 

DETAIL OF RESIDEN CE FOR H . W. CROFT, ESQ . , GREENWICH, CONNECTJCUT-SIZE OF ORJGIN AL, 12o/&"" 18V." 
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THE CALIFORNIA MISSIONS 

THEIR EARLY HISTORY AND THEIR ARCHITECTURE-PART II 

By ]\{att Piper 

AL THOUGH IN CALIFORNIA but sixteen 
years, Junipero Serra with his wonderful vision and 
zeal toge ther w ith the dauntless determination shown 
by him and his devoted followers Palau, L asuen, 
Tapis and Senan, wh o took charge and carried for
ward the work after his death, succeeded in establish
i n g twenty-one mi s
sions. M any asisten
cias were also f ounded. 
Th ese w e r e branch 
stations of the mission 
proper. 

All this was done 
under trying circum
s t anc es, even in the 
face of decided oppo
si tion shown by vari 
ous governors, and 
always with the limita
tions impose d by an 
undeveloped co untr y . 

.... .... , . L··t !: c. T DE f R..U(C/t+ 

history of the m1ss10ns in thei r establishment and 
during the period when they attained a real strength 
and power. 

When th e system, under the more or less infamous 
secularization edict of 1834, lost its buildings and 
equ ipment and its lands were literally confiscated by 

the Spanish crown the 
whole fa bric f ell into 
decay -almost over 
night. Th e pri es ts 
were deported in some 
in s t a n ces a nd eac h 
g r o up, without the 
pati ent pad1·es in 
charge, s urel y faced 
its end. 

The Indians were 
removed by thi s edict 
from the sympathetic 
ca re of the priests and 
to each one was given 
a pa r ce l of l a nd. 
Their inexperi ence in 
attending to any affairs 
of life led them either 
to abandon or to dis
pose of this ground for 
almost nothin g, to th e 
"gringo" pionee rs who 
w e r e beg innin g to 
come ove r the plains 
and mountains in ever 
in creasing caravans, 
paving the way for the 
wonderful civili za tion 
of today. 

It was done under a 
tr emend o us physical 
handicap, too, on the 
part of Serra. Before 
starting north with 
Portol a he had sus
tained a severe in jury 
when he stumbled ove r 
a jagged iron pi cket 
pin and tore the cal f 
of one leg, a wound 
that eve ntuall y de
veloped into a chroni c 
ulcer. But in spite of 
this he walked aga in 
and again the entire 
length of the mission 
chain which extended 
from San Diego to the 
north s id e of Sa n 
Francisco B ay , ove r 
five hundr e d miles, 

BLOCK PRTNT BY NATT PJP ER 

In locating a mis
sion seve ral th ing had 
to be consi dered and 
uppermost in mind was 
Indi an attacks. To 
guard aga in st them, 
with th ei r resultin g 

SAN LU IS REY DE F RANC IA 

just as his beloved St. Francis would have done. 
This road, or really trail, conn ecting the missions, 

which were placed approximately one day's journey 
apart, is still known as El C amino R eal, the "Royal 
Road." It is now paved and clea rly marked with 
unique mission bell g uide posts, and winds in and 
around the hills and valleys in the same way it did 
when Serra painfully walked its length. 

The foregoi ng gives but a brief outline of the 

ambuscades, the site chosen had to be in an open space. 
W ood, water, and fa irly level, easily cultivated fields 
had to be closely available and the location, to gain 
its purpose, must be in the center, or near the center, 
of a large friendly Indian populati on. 

When the sites selected were some distance from 
the stream or water supply, canals had to be con
structed to bring the water to the buildings. Later 
th ese canals were divided into irrigation ditches for 
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OUTSIDE THE W ALL 

INSIDE THE WALL 

GATE AND WALL TO CEMETERY-SAN LUIS REY DE FRANCIA 
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SOUTH PORCH-PATIO ARCADE, SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO 
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THE CALIFORNI A MISSIONS 

SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO 

the fi elds and burned-clay pipe systems to bring water 
fo r domesti c use . This was a problem easily solved 
by the padres, for many of them were Catalonians 
and irrigati on was required in their home province just 
as it was in the new Cali fornia . They were familiar 
enough with engineering principles to provide the 
prope r head and grade and even yet some of these 
systems are partly in use. To provide a constant 
head, barrancas were dammed up. From this dam 
site m any miles of ditches and pipe lines were laid. 

A nticipating future expansion, after the first rude 
shelters would be outgrown, sufficient level building 
area was necessary to provide space for an impres
sive church, permanent shelter for the growing popu
l;irion, sc hoolroom s, workshops, qua rte rs for the un
married m en and girls, as well as storerooms f or 
grai n, hides, wine, and fa rming implements. 

Those fa miliar w ith Moorish courtyards and the 
pat ios of Spain can immediately recognize the prec
edent upon which the patio plan of all mission 
groups was based. The padres, havi ng been educated 
in groups of old-world buildi ngs that had arcaded 
patios, and also recognizing that such a plan was 
virtually a fort, could devise no better scheme. 

Plaza development, however, was quite a new 
thought. I am sure that it was a necessity because 
from the very beginning the padres had difficulty in 
keeping their idle soldier escorts from molesting the 
Indians, and it was better to segregate them. 

After the Indians had marri ed, they set up house
keeping in their own homes and it was obviously too 
great a problem to include these houses in the mission 
building group, although it was of great importance 
that they be kept under partial supervision . One other 
fact, that the padres expected to found a vi llage at 
each m ission site, and the plaza was thought of as a 
part of a civic center scheme, proves to m e that the 
ultimate plan was, after grouping around the central 
mission patio all of the workshops and priests' quar
ters, to keep the soldiers' quarters and native houses 
distinctly apart from the main group fronting on and 
partially enclosing this plaza . Since the plaza was 
virtually a public square, on fiesta days the bullfights, 
barbecues, and dances were held there. These 
activities w ere not quite in keeping with the at
mosphere that the mission buildings should be sur
rounded with, so the patio was rese rved for the 
principal use of the padres as stated above . There is 
but one distinct plaza development left to us today, 
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that ca rr ied ou t the or ig inal thought, that which is to 
be for med in fro nt of the old church in L os Angeles. 

T he lanes and roadways about the plaza were 
bordered w ith trees and the pati os we re carefully 
planted wi th flowe ring shrubs, roses, and climbing 
vin es ; among them the colorful bougain-villea. 
There was ofttimes a fo untain connected to fl owing 
wate r, the arcaded porches had mason ry platforms 
built out fro m the walls, seat high, and the pati os 
must have presented a fine spectacle when the missions 
were in their glory. 

The chapels and churches, in plan, all have very 
narrow, long naves, w hich are quite high in propor
tion to thei r w idth. Simple beams were the only 
means of spannin g from wall to wall as it was diffi
cult to get long timbers and still harder to instruct the 
native workmen in building trusses. In the other 
rooms we find the same limitations. The height of 
cei ling in the churches may have been an expression 
of vanity. The priests wanted the altar as high and 
as splendid in appointments as possible, and height was 
likewise necessa ry to provide proper headroom below 
and above the balconies at the opposi te end of the nave. 

POI NTS 

Now as to the irregularity of plan, the difference 
in the span of the arches and the out-of-squareness of 
the rooms-isn't it a likely theory that when a group 
of hardworking natives had a pier or a wall well 
along and the parlre came around on a tour of inspec
tion and found it out of square that, rather than to 
dispel the enthusiasm of accomplishment, he would 
say, "Well done, my children ." 

In the building of the fi nal group I am sure that 
enthusiasm was rampant; the Franciscans, actuated by 
zeal, pushed the hosts of Indian workmen by example, 
by persuasion, by praise, and by promoting rivalry 
among different groups. Such a pe riod of activi ty, 
wi th untrained natives performing about all the work, 
could only result in a sort of confusion, with orien
tation, accurate measurements, and final effect nearly 
lost sight of. I be lieve that marks I have found on the 
lower side of fl oor and roof tiles were in reality tally 
marks. One can imagine how the workers would 
mark their output for the day, count them in the 
padre's presence, and listen to his words of commenda
tion if thei r total exceeded that of a fellow worker. 

T o be concluded in November 

BELFRY WALL, SAN J UAN CAPISTRANO-FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BY NATT PIPER 
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MAKE NO LITTLE PLANS ; THEY HAVE 

NO l\1AGIC TO STIR MEN'S BLOOD AND 

PROBABLY THEMSELVES WILL NOT BE 

REALIZED. 

MAKE BIG PLANS; AIM HIGH IN HOPE 

AND WORK. REMEMBERING THAT A 

NOBLE, LOGICAL DIAGRAM ONCE RE , 

CORDED WILL NEVER DIE, BUT LONG 

AFTER WE ARE GONE WILL BE A LIVING 

THING, ASSERTING ITSELF W ITH EVER 

GROW ING INSISTENCY. 

REMEMBE R THAT OUR SONS AND 

GRAN DSONS ARE GOING TO DO THINGS 

THAT W OlILD STAGGER U S. 

LET YOUR W ATCHWORD BE ORDER 

AND YOU R BEACON BEAU TY. 

DANIEL H . BURNHAM 
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RENDERING BY HUGH FERRISS 

ADLER PLANETAR!t: ~ I-ERNEST A. GRUN SFELD, JR., ARCH ITECT 
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PLAT E XXXVII 

VOLUME x N UMBER 10 

This drawing by H ugh Ferriss is of the design fo r 
the A rller Planetarium to be erected in the City of 
Chicago. D r.tails of coustruction of the building 
will be f ound else·where in this issue. 
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PENCIL DRAWING BY LOUIS SKIDMORE 

SAN GIMIGNANO 
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PLATE XXXVllI 

VOLUME x NuMnER 10 

This sketch was made during Mr. Skidmore' s 
travels as holder of the R otch Traveling Fellow
ship which he won in 1926. I t was drawn on a 
medium rough, white, cold-pressed paper with 
graphite pencil and measured 8 Yz" x 12" in the 
original. The artist 1·ecently returned to this 
country after an absence of alniost three years 
spent in Europe and the Near East. He intends 
to enter the practice of architecture in Chicago . 



PENCIL POINTS SERIES 
of 

COLOR PLATES 

This drawing, which shows an unusual combination 
of pen and ink with water color, was done by 
B irch L ong in 1900 and is typical of a technique 
he was using extensively at that time . This par
ticular example was done from a photograph of an 
E nglish house. As near as Cfln be detennined from 
the drawing by inspection, most of the pen and ink 
work was done first , th e color was then applied 
with transparent washes and spots of opaque on the 
fl owers, and finally ,the pen and ink was again 
wed to accent certain spots ·in the shrubbery and 
flowers . The reproduction is about three-quarters 
the si-.::e of the original. 
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A VISTA IN VENICE 

FROM A WATER COLOR SKETCH BY BIRCH BURDETTE LONG 



PENCIL POINTS SERIES 
of 

COLOR PLATES 

This water color sketch was made by Birch Long 
during his travels abroad and was presented by 
him to Mr. and Mrs. /l. l fred F ellheimer> through 
whose courtesy we are enabled to reproduce it here. 
The original measured 120" x 200" and was 
drawn on medium water color paper with colors 
apparently slightly opaqued with Chinese white. 
The sketch is fairly representative of the many 
hundreds of informal drawings made during the 
lifetime of the famous architectural delineator and 
possesses something of the simple charm of the 
artist>s personality which endeared him to his 
friends. 



LITHOGRAPH BY LOUIS LOZOWI CK 

"THE CRANE" 
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PLATE XXXIX 

VoLUME X NuMnER 10 

We present on this plate another lithograph by 
Louis L oz.owick, one of whose prints was sllO'wn 
last month. This particular subject was chosen 
f or its interest as a bold composition in black and 
w hite. Tiu: original measured 8;/i" x 12;4" and 
was printed uu white hand made pt1per. 
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RENAISSANCE ARCHITECTURE AND ORNAMENT IN SPAIN 
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PLATE XL 

VoLUME X N UMBER 10 

"This screen is possibly even finer in design than 
those given in plates XXXIII, and XXXIV 
(Screen to the Chapel and Screen to the Capilla 
May or). It is at the entrance to the Chapel o j the 
Caballeros, and its original colour is well preserved, 
the prevailing tone being a dark blue-green. The 
top cresting is gilded ; the circular panel in the 
centre, representing the A nnunciation, is also 
gilded, with the exception o j the enamelled white 
lily and scroll, surrounded by a green fl oral 
wreath. The hammered iron j riezes are picked 
out with white and red, and form backgrounds to 
small circular plaques ornamented with studies o j 
heads." 

A. N. P RENTICE. 
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PENCIL POINTS 

JOSEPH D. MURPHY 

JosEPH D. MuRPHY, winner of the Twenty-second Paris 
Pri ze Scholarship, was born in Kansas City, Mo., in 1907. 

Mr. Murphy is a postgraduate student of the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology and of the Ecole des 
Bea ux-Arts of Fontainebleau. Before entering M. I. T. 
he studied at Rockhnrst High School and in Rockhurst 
College, Kansas City, where he began hi s architectural 
tra111rng. During his college course he worked in the 
offices of Boillot and Lauck, Architects, of Kansas City. 
Mr. Murphy feels deeply indebted to Mr. J. F. Lauck 
for hi s in teres t and able guidance, when after presenting 
himself as the logical office boy he was given a job, first 
studying the Orders. He was employed in this . office 
during the afternoons and summer vacations from his 
second year high school until entering Technology. In 
hi s more recent studies he is most sincerely appreciative 
of the unfailing help and criticism of his patron, J acques 
Carin, and of the encouragement of Professor Emerson, 
head of the Architectural Department of M.l.T. 

PARIS PRIZE AWARDED 

THE TwENTY-SECON D PARIS PRIZE of the Society of 
Beaux-Arts Architects has been awarded to Joseph D. 
Murphy, Massachusetts Institute of T echnology, who re
ceived First Place, First M edal. Second Place, First 
M edal, went to I. vV. Silverman, J. J. Haffner, Patron; 
Second M edal was won by F. T . Ahlson of Yale. 

The Jury of Award consisted of: Robert Peabody 
Bellows, Henry Richardson Shepley, of Boston; Abram 
Garfield, of Cleveland; George H owe, Paul A. Davis, 
3rd, of Philadelphia; Archibald M . Brown, Wm. Adams 
Delano, Arthur Loomis Harmon, Edward S. Hewitt, 
Raymond M. Hood, Clinton Mackenzie, H. Oathout 
Milliken, Benjamin Wistar Morris, Julian L. Peabody, 

Arthur Ware, Whitney Warren, of N ew York; Philip A. 
Cusachs, C lzai1"7nan. 

The subject of the program, wh ich this year was the 
same for the final competition as for the preliminary sketch 
follows: 

M ernorial to tile Spii-it of tile West 

It is the spirit of the frontiersman- restless, roving 
through an uncharted country, preparing the way for 
the covered wagon. 

It is the spir it of the men and women who followed 
the covered wagon, who withstood the hardships of 
the winters and the droughts of the summers, while 
preparing the land for the advance of Ci vi li zation. 

Site: The site provided for the Exposition Park 
borders the Metropolis and spreads itself along the 
edge of a large commercially navigable lake. The 
background to the Metropolis is rolling, with resi 
den ce districts among the outlying hills and valleys. 

The ground for this program is within the Expo
sit ion Park and from the site will start a great M all 
or Parkway, passing through the business di strict and 
leading eventually to the outlying residential di s
tricts. This site thus provides a point of interest as a 
terminal to the Mall, and the Memorial will stand 
forth prominently from the approaches, both by water 
and by land. 

Water, impounded among the hills, can readi ly be 
brought to the ground in considerable quantities. 

The available ground for the Memorial, excluding 
steps, ramps, drives, parking space, etc., is 3 5 0 feet 
by 700 feet . 

Requirements: The M emorial will be divided into 
three parts:- (a) The M onument; (b) The Court 
or Courts of Fame; ( c) The Open Air Theatre. 

(a) Monument-The monument is primarily in
spirational in value and through its beauty of form 
and charm of detail will memoriali ze the sacrifices 
of the past, and become an inspiration for the fut ure. 
Three depa~tments in Research Work will be re
called with bas-reliefs and sculptural composition:
Research in M edicine; Research in Plant Life; Re
search in Animal Life. 

The broad and charming vi stas of town and bay 
from the monument platform will make a gathering 
point for populace and vi sitors. 

(b) Court of Fame-The Court or Courts of 
Fame, with their paved spaces or pools open to the 
sky and surrounded by colonnades, peristyles or 
covered walks and passages, will form an Open Air 
Muse um for bronzes, marbles and tablets recording 
the li ves and deeds of those proclaimed worthy. 

(c) Open Air Theatre-The theatre will include 
a stage, dressing rooms, storage rooms and will seat 
approximately 3,000. It is to be used on the occa
sions of awards for meritorious achievements, for 
pageants recording the anniversaries of great moments 
in History, and for the accommodation of a music
loving community. 

At times, many more than can be seated in the 
theatre will congregate. Sloping open spaces about 
the theatre should be provided, with ample approaches 
fo r automobiles and their parking spaces. 

Upon the termination of the exposition, the entire 
Memorial will be preserved in a transformed setting 
of a beautiful Public Park, as an inspiration for future 
accomplishments, as also of a City's appreciation for 
the efforts in the interest of mankind. 
The winning design and those placed second and third 

arc shown on the following pages. 
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ELEVATIO N OF DES=GN FOR " A MEMORI AL T O TH E SPIRIT OF TH E W EST ," BY I. W . SILVER MAN 
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THE SAN FRANCISCO ARCHITECTURAL CLUB 

THE ATELIER Drn.NER, held recently, marked the close of 
a very successful season for the Club Atelier. It was well 
attended and the members were so enthusiast ic it was de
cided to hold similar dinners in the future at the end of 
each Charrette. New Massier Mario Ciampi and Sous
Massier Jim Gillen were elected for the coming season. 
The retiring Massier presented gifts from the boys to their 
patrons, Mr. Weihe and Mr. Frick, in appreciati~n of their 
excellent instruction and guidance. The commg season 
promises to be the most successful in years, many new Class 
A and B men having signified their intention of taking up 
the work. 

Class work has already begun. Mr. Sly is conducting his 
classes in Engineering and Mr. Williams' class in Architec
tural Details began September I 7th. The class in pencil 
sketching under Mr. Dinwiddie is drawing to a close and 
there is some talk of starting a life class if the boys are not 
kept too busy with other work . 

The members have been unusually fortunate in the num
ber of interesting excursions they have enjoyed during the 
past year. The most ambitious one planned for the future 
is a trip to the Yosemite Portland Cement Company, taking 
in Yosemite National Park on the way. 

COMPETITION FOR A WAR MEMORIAL, 

CITY OF CHICAGO . 

FINAL ANNOUNCEMENT 

To ALL ARCHITECTS res iding in the United States: 
The Chicago War Memorial Committee, a group of 

leading citizens, offers a first prize of $20,000 and a second 
prize of $5,000 to designers of a War Memorial to be 
located on the shore of Lake Michigan at the extension of 
Congress Street. 

The Jury of Award will be Mr. Abbott, Col. Mc
Cormick, Col. Savage, Mr. Simpson, and Col. Sprague as 
lay members, and Harvey W. Corbett, Ernest R. Graham, 
John M ead Howells, and Dean Everett V. Meeks as pro
fessional members. 

The War Memorial Committee of the City of Chicago 
proposes to erect a memorial dedicated to those who 
served in the great World War. It will occupy a most 
important position on the shore of Lake Michigan and at 
the termination of Congress Street, the principal axis of 
the city of the future. 

It is the desire of the committee to obtain a design 
which, when built, will adequately memorialize the sacri
fices of all who served in the war and in a manner relating 
not inharmoniously to the adjacent architectural and land
scape elements of Grant Park and the Yacht Harbor. 

The competition is to be nation-wide and is open to 
qualified architects residing in the United States. Eleven 
architectural firms are especially invited to submit designs 
and they will receive compensation of $1,000 but other 
competing architects will receive no compensation other 
than the opportunity to win one of the prizes. Those 
invited to compete are: 

Raymond M. Hood, Voorhees, Gmelin & Walker, Paul 
Cret, H. Van Buren Magonigle, James Gamble Rogers, 
Eliel Saarinen, Burnham Brothers, Nimmons, Carr & 
Wright, Holabird & Root, Bennett, Parsons & Frost, and 
Benjamin H. Marshall. 

The committee has appointed Earl H. Reed, Jr., 4-35 
North Michigan Avenue, as its professional adviser in the 
conduct of the competition . Those wishing to participate 
are instructed to file application with Mr. Reed. Draw
ings are to be sent to him and must be received not later 
than 12 o'clock noon on November 2 5, 192 9. 

POINTS 

BOOK NOTES 

American Church Building of T oday, by Ralph Adams 
Cram; 283 plate pages, 9;,lz" x 12 ;,lz"; price $ 16.50; 
published by the Architectural Book Publishing Company, 
New York. 

Supplementing our own recent publication of The 
Work of Cram and Ferguson comes this book by Ralph 
Adams Cram showing the work of other American church 
architects. Mr. Cram says in his preface, "Where, thirty 
years ago, there were no more than five or six men who 
did good work along th is line, there are now thirty or 
forty." He then proceeds to show, by means of pho
tographs, the evidence to support his sta tement. It is 
indeed surprising and encouraging to look over this collec
tion of churches representing the work of forty-odd firms 
in all parts of the country, for it brings the realization 
that good design h as been steadily and quietly making 
headway in this special field as well as in the more boister
ous regions of commercial architecture. Churches in all 
styles and for all denominations are shown-Lombard, 
French Romanesque, Norman, Gothic, Spanish Baroque, 
Mission, Engli sh Georgian, American Colonial-Episcopal, 
Roman Catholic, Unitarian, Universalist, Congregational
ist, Presbyterian, Lutheran, Methodist, Swedenborgian, 
Baptist, and a few synagogues. As a record of what has 
been done in the way of good churches in thi s country the 
book cannot fail to be of great interest and assistance to 
architects working in this field. 

WILLIAM BURNET TUTHILL 

WILLIAM BuRNET TUTHILL, the architect of Carnegie 
Hall, died on August 25th, 1929. Mr. Tuthill had main
tained an office for the practice of architecture in New 
York for over fifty years. He was a pupil of the late 
Richard Morris Hunt and designed many important build
ings besides Carnegie Hall, among which are the original 
building of the Post Graduate Hospital, the Medical 
School and Hospital for Women, the Home for the 
Friendless, the Princeton Inn, the Columbia Yacht Club, 
and the Schinasi residence at 107th Street and Ri verside 
Drive, New York. 

Mr. Tuthill was one of the founders of the Architec
tural League; he was a lecturer on architectural subjects 
and acoustics, on which latter he was an au thority, and 
was also the author of several books on architectural draft
ing, and T !te Cathedral Cliu1·ch of E ngland. 

A CORRECTION 

IN THE ADVERTISEMENT of the Dahlstrom Metallic Door 
Company which appeared on page I 03 of the September, 
1929, issue of PENCIL PornTs credit was erroneously given 
to Franklin 0. Adams, Jr., of Tampa, Florida, as architect, 
and to G. A. Miller of Tampa, Florida, as contractor. 
The only portion of the building for which they were 
responsible was the elevator furthest to the rear in the small 
illustration. The architects for the building, with the 
exception of this elevator, were Holmes & Winslow of 
New York, and the builder was the Southern Ferro Con
crete Company of Atlanta, Georgia. 

A CORRECTION 

IN AN ADVERTISEMENT of the Southern Cypress Manufac
turers' Association appearing on page 25 of our August 
issue the name of the firm which executed the woodwork 
for the room illustrated was incorrectly stated. This 
work was done by Irving & Casson-A. H. Davenport Co. 
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HE 

T !tis department condttcts four competitions each month. A prize of $10.00 is awarded in each class as f of lows: Class 1, sketches or 
drawings in any 1nedittni; Class 2 , poetry ; Class 3, cartoons ; Class 4, niiscellaneous items not coniing under the above headings. Everyone 
is eligible to enter 1naterial in any of these fottr divisions . Competitions close t!te fifteenth of each 1nont!t so that contributions for a 
forthcoming issue mttst be nceived by the twelfth of the month preceding the p1tblication date in oder to be eligible fo1· that month's 
com.petition. Material received after the closing date is entered in the following 1nont/J.'s co11ipetitio -n . 

PRI ZES JN OUR regular mon thly competit ions have been 
awarded as follows: 

Class I-Max Feldman of New York 
Class II-Teresa Donnelly of Chicago 
Class III-No Award 
Class IV-Leon H. H oag of New York 

We wish the contributors of Class III would send in 
some stuff. We hate to have the ten dollars go begging 
this way. 

The cartoon by Guy E. H ecklinger, shown on the oppo
si te page, was rece ived several · months ago and therefore 
is not eligible for the pr ize in this month's competit ion. 

BUILDERS 

( Derlicaterl to tlie H ost of Pen-Pus lien w/io lzelp to put 
nzany Big T !tings across.) 

By Teresa D onnelly 

(PRIZE- Class T wo-September Competition.) 

H ere's to the Pencil Pushers' Brigade- , 
Long may they last and hard may they slave, 

Drawing the plans of mice and of men, 
Erasing them out to draw aga in. 

LITHOG RAPH PENCIL DRAWING OF THE NEW H UDSON 

RIVER BRIDGE, BY M AX FELDMAN 

(PRIZE-Class One-September Competition) 

H erc's to the Crew of Triangle and Square 
Bringing in dreams from out of the air, 

Plotting and pushing a mean wicked pen, 
Furnishing plans for thankless men. 

H ere's to the Plotters working today 
Pushing pens in a furiou s way; 

Building a City from out of the plain, 
Planning and plotting with no thought of gam. 

Satisfied only in doing the best, 
Giving good se rvice and all the rest, 

Helping the builder to see things through, 
These are the Men who buil d ci ties fo r you I 

ALPHABET FOR A.RCHITECTURAL AD VAN CE 

AGENTS 

As Conzpilerl by L eon H . H oag of t!te Office of R obert D . 
K olm, C!tarles Butler and Associates, ttpon t!te occasion of 

Mr. Bzttler's departure for Europe. 

(PRI ZE-Class Fottr-Septem be,- Competition) 

A is for Art. Work it in if you can, 
For remember a client cannot read a plan. 

(But explain every detail nevertheless.) 

B is the building, as planned it's okay. 
When the contract is signed it will change every day. 

(Get paid for changes, if possible .) 

C is the contract. Be sure it holds water 
So when we are through we've at least made a 

quarter. 
(Try for more. ) 

D is fo r dumb-bells, the cli ents and subs, 
But let them keep thinking that we are the dubs. 

(Perhaps we are.) 

E Engineer, remember his name 
For when things are wrong he is always to blame. 

(A necessary ev il.) 

F the fas;ade, be it brick, be it stone, 
Whatever we do it always has tone. 

(At least we think so.) 

G generaliti es used if you must 
To smother unanswerable questions with dust. 

(Nothing personal mean t. ) 

H for the H ell the arch itects get 

I 

When the roof is quite tight bu t the wall s arc all 
wet. 

(Watch back up tile.) 

the ideas every architect has 
To design any structure-from class ic to jazz. 

(Thi s includes Modcrnc .) 
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G uY E. H EcKLINGER, oF BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, SHows A SIMPLE WAY oF SAVING MoNEY 

for the jobs we've already put through, R for the rul es of the great A. I.A. 
Which proves to the client we can do his (him) too. 

(Promise anything.) 

is for Kohn, then there's Butler and Stein, 
And all the Associates right down the line. 

(See the door for other names.) 

for the letters you must keep on fil e 
For you'll find they are valuable after awhile. 

(If we can find them.) 

is the magic we often req uire 
To do a real j ob when the cost can't go higher. 

(Get a rich client.) 

for the notes which the cli ent should sign. 
You will find them quite useful to keep him in line. 

(Especially on letter ing of tablets.) 

is the owner, be he short, be he tall, 
J ust make up your mind he wi ll sure know it al l. 

(So be very humble.) 

for the profit we should always make good, 
For though art may be fine it isn't fine food. 

(Or drink either.) 

for the queer things that some people crave, 
A hollSe l ike a temple, museum or cave. 

(Give them what they want.) 

s 

Which must be obeyed in a literal way. 
(Especially compet itions.) 

for the stairs with headroom and such; 
May look good on the sketches, but get you 111 

"Dutch." 
(Watch your steps.) 

T for the trip, the cause of this rhyme . 
We hope th ere'll be others from time unto time. 

(Bon Voyage. ) 

U for the uni1'erse, our scope's only limit. 
We already have France, and now Belgium's in it. 

(Not fo rgetting the U. S. from coast to coast.) 

V for the victory; the clien t is won. 
Then we have to work un til the job's done. 

(We can do it, too; and how ?) 

W the wine for the toast you can shout 
To the bunch over here with their tongues hanging 

out. 
(Hail Prohibition.) 

X Y Z always unknowns wi ll be 
For the things that may happen we ca nnot 

foresee. 
(Au Revoir.) 
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LETTERS CONCERNING THE ARCHITECTS' 
SMALL HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU 

From fiVilliam Stanley Parker, Architect, of Boston 

To the Editor of PENCIL PoINTS 
DEAR SIR:~ 

"I have been interested in the correspondence recently 
published in PENCIL PoINTS about small house plans, with 
special regard to the references to The Architects' Small 
House Service Bureau as I am a Director of the New 
England Division. 

"Any program of such scope makes inevi table some 
differences of individual opinions. It is therefore not 
surprising to read expressions of opposition to the Bureau's 
operations. 

"The opposite minority is always more vociferous than 
the fun ct ioning majority, but it is well to ascertain their 
relative weights in giving consideration to such statements. 

"For instance, you publish a letter from Mr. Gordon 
Allen of Boston. Mr. Allen's opposition to the Bureau is 
respected as a sincere opinion. It was fully stated at the 
time the Boston Chapter of the Institute officially approved 
the continuation of Institute endorsement of the Bureau in 
1926. Thereafter the New England Division of the 
Burea u was organized and now has thirty of the Archi
tectural firms in Boston as voting Stockholders . 

"The weight of official and individual opinion in 
Boston is unmistakably in support of the Bureau. Many, 
in opposing the Bureau, seem to miss the point. 

"The prospective home builder that has initiative 
enough to select a design and build hi s own house is a 
small percentage of the problem. It is safe to say that he 
does not represent much, if any, more than ten per cent. 
of this si tuation. The speculative builder, in his various 
manifestat ions, is the crux of the matter. But back of 
him stands the money-lending power of the Building and 
Loan Associations and Cooperative Banks . 

"These banks are inclined, with some justice, to boast of 
their service to their communities in promoting home 
ownership, but it can truthfully be said that they are at 
the same time doing serious injury to their communities 
by making possible the construction of many small houses 
that never ought to be built. 

"They control the money value . Anything that they 
will lend money on will be built. With this power they 
cannot escape the responsibility for the character of the 
houses that they are willing to finance. Some of their 
officers hold the opinion th at they have no mch responsi
bility, moral or otherwise . N evertheless, others of them 
take an opposite viewpoint and are cooperating with the 
Bureau in an effort to improve conditions. 

"Many houses ranging up to $100,000 are now being 
speculatively built, but these larger types are a special 
problem. The more usual type in volving stock plans is the 
small house of five or six rooms. It is with this type 
alone that the Bureau concerns itself, its plans being 
limited to houses of not more than six rooms, or 30,000 
cu. ft . 

" lt is in this field particularly that the poorer type 
of speculati ve house builder is creating undesirable 
environments and destroying many sections of our com
munltles. And this operator will continue to do his work 
as long as he can get the f unds from his bank . 

"All the written words in the world will never reach 
him. But constructive help will; and active organized 
contact with the lending agencies can bring about the 

gradual adopt ion of mmmmm standards, both of design 
and construction, below which money will not be lent, 
because they can be shown that it is unsound financi al 
policy to lend money on a poor design, poorly built and 
destined to rapid depreciation. 

"The service of an architect for supervision is far more 
important to this type of house than individuality of 
design . The right placing of the house on the lot, the 
selection of the right design for the outlook and in rela
tion to adjacent houses, and the right use of materials in 
the field, are vital matters to the man of small income 
who buys such a house. Members of the Bureau stand 
ready to serve and are serving clients of the Bureau in the 
adjustment of their plans to the client's particular prob
lem, thus developing individuality in the result. 

"Increasing opportunity for the development of the 
Bureau's influence on lending agencies, speculative builders 
and subdividers is evident to those familiar with its activity 
and the cooperation of all architects interested in its aims 
will be welcomed by the Bureau. 

"Use of Bureau plans by architects developing a prob
lem can permit adequate and more economical service of 
cl ients of very limited means and can permit service of 
many clients who otherwise would seek unwisely to secure 
a structure through other means. 

"All architects interested in improving the character 
of the small American house should be interested to h elp 
the Bureau as it is the organized representative of the 
profession functioning for this sole purpose." 

From Edwin H. Brown, President, New England D ivision, 
A rcliitects' Small H ouse Service Bureau. 

Mr. Russell F. Whitehead, Editor 
DEAR MR. WHITEHEAD: 

"Members 
Small House 
in the letters 
plans. 

of the various divisions of The Architects' 
Service Bureau cannot fail to be interested 
printed in your August issue regarding stock 

"We are heartily in accord with the main complaint of 
your correspondents; namely, that small houses should be 
designed by architects. That is why the Small House 
Service Bureau was formed . 

"We h eartily endorse your editorial urge to all archi
tects and groups of architects to emphasize, persistently, 
the fact that 'It pays to hire an architect.' The Bureau is 
a group of archi tects organized and fun ctioning for the 
purpose of improving architecture, but architects have got 
to do much more than talk. 

" It is manifes tly impossible, outside of those centers 
of population that arc large enough to make it possible 
for archi tects to exist therein, for any one to get a compe
tent architect to design and supervise the construction of 
a small home. 

"Long before the Small House Service Bureau appeared 
upon the scene stock plans were issued by magaz ines, by 
manufacturers of material, by national organizations of 
material men, and in many cases by architects; and the 
Bureau is merely a means to an end whereby such archi
tectural service can be furnished by architects. 

"The Bureau is the national effort of the architectural 
profess ion to urge the need of architectural service . Every 
document it issues emphasizes this, and its plans, an csscn-
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tial construction weapon 111 the campaign, are m ade by 
architects. 

"Material dealers are, we believe, coming to realize 
that their proper function is to sell materials, and that 
they should leave to the architectural profession the func
tion of making their designs and the other elements of 
architectural service avai lable to the public. In develop
ing this tendency the Bureau has played no small part. 
So more power to your correspondents' pens, but let them 
look deeper into the subject than some seem to have done. 

"Plans are but the instruments of service. Profess ional 
service for the small house builder, particularly for the 
speculative builder, is what is needed . To this end con
tacts must be established actively, not passively. He 
won't come to the architect unless the architect, singly or 
j ointlv, first comes to him and shows him how he can 
serve him. 

"Individual architects cannot possibly do this. It in
volves a national educational program which can be carri ed 
on only by an organization designed and financed for the 
purpose. 

" The Bureau has been doing this job for eight years, 
and has brought thousands of clients into contact with 
the profess ion who would not otherwise have made any 
such con tact. 

"The Bureau is a professional organization. It is not 
a profit-making organization, and furthermore, because of 
its organization and its relationship to The American Insti
tute of Architects, it can never enter into the enlarged 
architectural commercial schemes which are apparently 
feared by some of your correspondents . 

"In closing I would call your attention to the fact that 
the statemen t in the letter from the N ew J ersey Society 
of Architects, that there has been a 'partial withdrawal 
of The American Inst itu te of Architects from its connec
tion with The Architects' Small House Service Bureau' is 
incorrect. No change of relationship has occurred . You 
will appreciate that the circulation of such a misstatement 
is against the national interests of the Bureau, and I trust 
you will take steps i:o correct the impression such mis
statement may have created in the minds of your readers. 

"For your information the following is the authorized 
statement of The American In stitute of Architects covering 
its relationsh ip to The Architects' Small House Service 
Bureau : 

'The Architects' Small House Service Bureau 
idea originated in and is approved by The American 
Institute of Architects, and in order that the develop
ment of the idea may retain the character of a pro
fessional service and be preven ted from assuming 
the character of a purely commercial under taking, the 
organization of the Bureau invol ves a certain control 
of its policies by the Insti tute. 

'This control exists solely through the right of the 
Institute to appoint a majority of the Directors of the 
Burea u, such appointees being able thereby to impose 
policies consi stent with the expressed wishes of the 
Institute. 

'The approval of such policies does not carry with 
it any interest in or approval of any specific acts of 
the Bureau in the development of its operation, nor 
any financial interest or control whatever. 

'The approval of the Bure:rn by the Insti tute means: 
'(a) That it approves the idea only. 
'(b) That it assumes no responsibility for the de

signs, plans, specifications or other service of the 
Bureau any more than it assumes responsibility for the 
service of individual members of the Inst itute. 
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'(c) That it assumes no responsibility for nor does 
it in any way presume to indorse any organization 
with which the Bureau may do business, nor any type 
or types of building construction or material s involved 
in houses designed by the Bureau . 

'The Board looks upon an architect's work in a 
Bureau as primarily a contribution to the improve
ment of the snull house architecture of th is conn try, 
invol ving houses of not more than six primary 
roon1s.' " 

F1'0m T !te American Institute of A1·c!titects ; C . Herrick 

H ammond, President, Franklin Baldwin, Secretary . 

"The Executive Committee of The American Institute 
of Arc>hitects has been considering the discuss ion that has 
been raised in your pages regarding stock plans. It wishes 
to call to your attention an error in the statement in the 
August issue, made in the resolution submitted by the New 
J ersey Society of Architects, which states that there has 
been 'a partia l withdrawal of The American Inst itute of 
Architects from its connection with The Architects' Small 
House Service Bureau .' 

"This statement is incorrect and there has been no 
change in the relationship between The American Insti
tute of Architects and The Architects' Small House Service 
Bureau . The last ac tion taken by the Convention of the 
Institute was in May, 1927, which reads as follows: 

'The organization and purpose of the Bureau have 
been explained to the Institute at six consecutive con
vent ions. The Board of the Institute has carefully 
considered all phases of the Bureau a·nd its relation to 
the Institute and to the profession, and believes that 
the plan of the Bureau, as operated, is such that it 
can bring no responsibility to the Inst itute other than 
the nomination of Directors to the Bureau Board who 
exercise a control of the policies of the Bureau . 

'The Board of Directors reaffirms its endorsement 
of the Bureau and in so doing it is not overlooking 
the objections which have been stated in opposition to 
the Bureau, but firmly beli eves that the good the 
Bureau is doing in its contribution to a better type of 
small house far outweighs the objections.' 

"The Executive Committee trusts that you will take 
steps to correct the false impression that such a misstate
ment may have created in the minds of your readers, and 
that you will make this matter clear to them. A copy of 
this letter has been sent to the N ew J ersey Society of 
Architects." 

PEN AND INK SKETCH BY IVAN NATCHUK 

OLD PRISON AT WILLIAMSBURG, VA. 
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Second Floor Plan 
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ROYAL BARRY WIL L S, ARC HITECT 
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I 
THE SPECIFICATION DESK 

A Department for the Specification Writer 

THE SPECIFYING OF HARDWARE 

By David B. Emerson 

IN THE WRITING of specifications one meets with various 
perplexing si tuations, and one of the most perplexing ones 
is the specifying of hardware. Of course the matter of 
specifying rough hardware is very quickly settled by say
ing "The Contractor shall furnish all rough hardware, 
such as nails, screws, bolts, etc., including all sash pulleys, 
weights and chains." All very good as far as it goes, but 
there will be less likelihood of a come-back if sash pulleys, 
weights and chains are more specifically described. 
Specify that pulleys shall have cast iron cases, either 
roller-bearing or ball-bearing, cast brass or cast bronze, 
turned wheels, grooved for chain or for cord as may be 
desired, and bronze metal faces, and you can then feel 
assured that you will get about as good as the market offers. 
If a cheaper grade of pulley is desired, turned cast iron 
wheels can be specified and, in a large building, quite a 
saving can be effected. 

A very important item to remember in specifying sash 
pulleys is to call for a large enough wheel, so that the 
chain or cord will hang over the center of the weight, 
thereby avoiding the unpleasant dragging of the weight 
on the back of the pulley stile; two and one-half inches 
is the proper size for an inch and one-eighth pulley stile. 
If there chances to be any narrow mullions or other un
usual window conditions on the job, call for overhead 
pulleys, and select the types needed from the manufac
turer's catalogue. It is the general practice to specify 
sash weights merely as cast iron, but for better class work 
it is well to specify sectional cast iron weights, and you 
will get much better results, and in all cases put in a 
provision "that where extra heavy sash occur, compressed 
lead weights shall be used." 

Chain should be specified to be of "phosphor bronze," 
if the best is desired, "red bronze" if a high grade chain 
is desired but where some economy has to be practiced, 
and "galvanized" or "coppered" for a cheaper grade of 
work. 

The question of rough hardware has been practically 
covered, except to caution the reader that when writing 
specifications for buildings to be built at the seashore or 
very near to the sea, call for all nai ls and spikes to be 
galvan ized, except those used on interior fini sh, where it 
will not be necessary. 

The real problem in the specifying of hardware is that 
of specifying the finishing hardware. There are several 
methods of doing this; each method has its advocates, and 
all have their merits. The most general method of speci
fying hardware is by a cash allowance, usually based on 
an estimate made by a hardware dealer, and sometimes made 
by taking the allowance for a similar building, and either 
adding on a little to cover possible contingencies, or 
taking off a little on the assumption that a little cheaper 
hardware than was used on the other building will do for 
the building for which the allowance is being made. 

This method works very well, except that the ultimate 
selection of the hardware is up to the architect, the speci
fication writer, or some one else in the office, and the 
lists have to be checked and compared with the manufac
turer's catalogues, so that the final result is practically the 
same as if the hardware had been completely specified in 
the beginning. Another method frequently used is to 
get a hardware dealer to prepare a complete list of all the 
hardware in the building, drawn up in regular trade 
terminology, and then have that list copied into the speci
fication. Still another method which I have encountered 
is to list each and every door in the building and describe 
the hardware on each door, and then add all the odd hard
ware such as windows, cabinets, etc., to this. 

Now both of these two methods are all right in their 
way, but they both savor of quantity surveying, and unless 
he is to be remunerated for that particular service an 
architect should not be expected to schedule the quanti
ties of any materials to be used on the building, the onus 
should be with the contractor. The method of specify
ing hardware which I regard as the most logical, is that 
of specifying the various items of hardware to be used in 
the different parts of the building, calling for locks, butts, 
bolts an d all other hardware by type, and letting the con
tractor make up his own quantiti es from that specification. 

Now let me say for the benefit of the reader, tha t I may 
appear to be overzealous on the question of specifying 
hardware, and to any one whose entire experience has been 
in offices which do nothing but private work in a large 
city and whi ch have nothing but hand picked bidders, 
my contentions may appear to be quite ridiculous. Very 
true, but in those offices where public work-either city, 
county, state or national-is being done, and any con
tractor who can make bond may bid, and no careful selec
tion of sub-contractors is possible, or in an office which is 
located in one city and is doing work a thousand and 
more miles away and has as a matter of policy to patron
ize the local industries, those contentions will be recog
ni zed as being more or less correct. 

I will now explain more fully the method of specify
ing hardware which I have just described. The first item 
to be called for in the specifications is Metals and Finishes. 
For high class work nothing but cast and wrought bronze, 
or brass, should be used, except for special painted fini shes 
where wrought steel or malleable iron may be used. If 
a certain amount of economy is desired plated wrought 
steel butts may be ·Used on interior doors, but under no 
condition should anything but solid bronze or brass hard
ware be used on exterior doors, as plated hardware will 
rust and stai n the woodwork. There are many finishes 
both on solid and plated metals listed by the hardware 
manufacturers, from which selections may be made, but 
it must always be remembered that all of them are surface 
treatments, and will wear off in time. 
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For very high class work gold plated hardware is fre
quently used . For bathrooms and toi let rooms all hard
ware should be nickel plated or chromi um plated, chro
mium plate being much the better of the two as it never 
tarnishes nor corrodes and because of its hardness the 
plating wi ll last as long as the metal itself. After speci
fying the various metals and fini shes, the locks, butts, 
bolts and all other hardware should be specified, taking 
up each article separately and describ ing all the various 
types required throughout the building. The best way 
to specify hardware by type is to begin with the most 
important item, which is locks, and to start with the 
en trance doors, then the more important interior doors ; 
fini sh up with the various odd items which have locks of 
different types, and therefore must be noted in the 
speci Ii.cations. · 

In specifying locks, begin by calling for either mortise 
or rim locks, then either for cylinder or bit key, the num
ber of bolts and their operation. Except where a particu
lar artistic effect is desired, rim locks are never used 
except on very cheap work, when the very cheapest type 
are used. For entrance doors cyl inder locks are almost 
universally used, being very hard to tamper wi th and the 
key taking up much less room in a person's pocket than a 
bit key. The description of a typical cylinder lock which 
is frequently used for entrance doors on residential work is 
as fo llows, and will illustrate fa i.rly well how a lock should 
be specified. I t is a mortise cyli nder, knob lock, with 
j apanned cast iron case 6" x 3:Jl,i" x 13/ 16", with two 
bronze bolts; the latch bolt is operated by knobs or lever 
handles from both sides, the outer knob may be set by 
stop in face, when the outer knob is stopped, the latch bolt 
is operated by key from the outside; dead bolt is operated 
by key from the outside and thumb-turn from the inside. 
In addition to the above, front should be specified to be 
flat, rabbetted or armored as may be desired, the rabbetted 
front is used only with double doors wi th rabbetted meet
ing stil es, and the armored front prevents tampering with 
the latch bolt from the outside when stop is set. The 
backset, that is the di stance from the face of lock to the 
center of the knob shank, should be called for, the lock 
just described has three, 2", 2}4", and 2Ji", and the 
width of the stile should determine whether the longest or 
the shortest backset is wanted. I t is generall y regarded as 
good practice to have the knob cente r on the stile when 
the door is closed. 

In specifying locks, the knobs, roses and escutcheons 
should be called for, but unless plate escutcheons, on 
which the knob and cylinder are mounted, are to be used, 
no escutcheons wi ll be required for cylinder locks, but a 
cylinder ring shoul d be called for if plate escutcheons are 
not used. In specifying locks of any kind, unless every 
cent that can be saved on the job must be saved, special 
spindles such as the "Simplex" should be specified. This 
type has the knobs fastened to a threaded spindle by means 
of side knob screws, and when the knobs are screwed up 
in position, the screws are set in groove in spindle, and the 
shanks rest on turned thimbles preventing the looseness 
common with regular spindles. Another type is the 
"Screwless" which has the outside knob fastened to the 
spindle with a pin whi ch is held in place and concealed by 
the th imble when in use, and the inside knob has an 
adjustable shank which is set up by means of a special 
wrench giving it an accurate adjustment; the knobs rest 
on turned thimbles and are so made that there is no lost 
play in them. The use of either of these types of spindle 
reduces to a minimum the liability of the knobs rattling 
or. becoming loose. 

Bit key locks should be specified to have j apanned 
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cast iron cases and three tumblers. For interior doors in 
residences and apartments, bit key locks are almost uni
versally used, and they are the standard lock for all pur
poses where the question of cost makes the cylinder lock 
proh ibitive. For very cheap work a one-tumbler lock, 
with pressed steel case may be used, but it is a poor form 
of economy ; better use a good grade of hardware and save 
on something else which has no moving parts to get out 
of order. In addi tion to the foregoing general require
ments for locks, there are numerous special conditions 
that have to be considered, chief among which is that of 
master keying. 

In all large buildings this is absolutely necessary. I n 
an office building of the usual type all that is required is 
the "individual" key which controls the lock on one door 
only, and is used by the tenant; the "floor master" keys 
which control the locks on one floor only, and are used by 
the cleaners; and the "grand master" key which is used by 
the superintendent of the building, and controls the locks 
in the entire building. 

One of the most complicated systems of master keying 
is the typical hotel system which has the "guest" key 
which only controls the lock to which it is fitted, and is 
used by the guest; the " master or maid's" key which con
trols the locks on one group of rooms or on an entire floor, 
and is used by the chambermaids; the . "grand master" key 
whi ch controls a group of master key locks and is used by 
the housekeeper or the ass istant housekeepers, depend ing 
upon the size of the hotel; the "display" key which is a 
special guests' key used in commercial hotels, where valu
able samples are kept in the rooms by travelli ng salesmen 
or on regular sample rooms in commercial hotels, th is key 
renders inoperative all keys, except the "emergency" key 
whi ch will operate any lock in the enti re system even if the 
dead bolt is thrown from the inside or th e gu ests' key 
remains in the lock, this key is generally kept in the office, 
and is used in cases of serious illness or death of a guest 
or in case of an accidental lock-in which sometimes occurs. 

Another special condition whi ch has to be met is the 
locks on the fire stairway doors in large buildings which 
should be set to operate at all times by the knob from the 
room side, but be inoperative from the stair side except by 
key; and the stop work should be set by key, so that 
any unauthorized person going out through the door could 
not set the stops so as to return the same way. All locks 
for fire doors should be specified to have three-quarter 
inch throw, to comply with the underwriters' regulations. 

Doors with very narrow sti les such as the so-called 
"French doors" should have special locks with short back
sets, not more than one inch and a two-inch case. Always 
specify that such doors shall have lever handles, because if 
knobs are used, a person is very liable to bruise his or her 
kn uckles in opening the door, due to the insufficient clear
ance between the door and the jamb. Where lever handles 
are used the locks should be equ ipped with a special spring 
on the latch bolt, called a "gun spring" by some manu
facturers, and a "French spring" by others. This spring 
keeps the lever handles in proper position. Bathroom 
doors should have locks wi th latch bolt operated by knobs 
from both sides at all tin1es, and a dead bolt operated by 
thumb turn from the inside. In hotels the lock should 
have an emergency key to operate the dead bolt from the 
outside in case of death of or accident to the occupant. 
The emergency key is sometimes usefu l in private house 
bathrooms, as young children frequently lock themselves 
in the bathroom by turning the thumb knob, and are 
unable to unlock the door. The result is that pate1·
f amilias has to get a ladder, climb up to the bathroom 
window, get in and unlock the door, all of which could 
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have been avoided if the lock with an emergency key had 
been installed when the house was built. 

In addition to the more or less regular types of locks 
a number of extra special types of locks arc on the market, 
each of which has its use and fills some place in the var ied 
needs of a building. Secret doors located in panelling, 
wainscots and similar locations should have concealed locks, 
so that no hardware will be visi ble on the outside of the 
door. There are several varieties of locks of that type on 
th e market. The method of appli cation and operation of 
two of the makes are practically the same; in both makes 
the lock is mounted on the inside of the jamb and the 
strike is on the door, the door is pushed to, th e latch 
automatically engages the strike and the door is locked; 
a push on the locked door unl ocks it, and a spring in the 
lock pushes the door open and clear of the .iamb, so that 
it will not relock. One of these two manufacturers 
makes a concealed lock which has a flat key which is pushed 
in between the door and the jamb and locks the door so 
that it can not be opened without the key. Another type 
of secret door lock is applied to the j amb and latches in 
the same manner as any spring latch. It is released by 
pressing a push button made flu sh with the woodwork and 
a push out spring throws the door out and clear of the 
j amb the same as with the other two locks. 

A new type of cylinder lock has come on the market 
of late years and has had quite a vogue, due to the crime 
wave which has been sweeping over the country for the 
past few years . It is the so-called "jimmy proof" lock . 
There are two types of this lock : one has an interlocking 
front and str ike, and vertical acting bolts, and the other 
has tee ended bolts which revolve in the strike and engage 
wi th the slot; this lock also has hardened bolt cores which 
make it impossible to saw the bolts. Both of the locks 
are quite impossible to jimmy, but we must always re
member that no lock is stronger than the door it is 
mounted on. The main advantage of both . these locks 
is th at they are absolutely proof again st the sneak thief 
an d the amateur cracksman. ln writing the specifications 
for locks to be used in first class work, one should always 
call for box strikes, for by their use all raw wood which 
is exposed by cutting out for the strikes is covered, making 
a much more fini shed-looking job. It is also good prac
ti ce to call for protected strikes as the lip on the strike 
prevents the retracting of the latch bolt. As a final in
junction on the specifying of locks, never call for "Yale 
locks"; that means nothing, but infers th~t you wish a 
cylinder lock. The Yale and Towne Company manu
facture all kinds and varieties of locks from the cheapest 
to the highest priced, and at least ten different companies 
manufacture pin tumbler cylinder locks. Therefore call 
for cylinder locks which are what you want. 

After locks the next most important item to specify is 
butts, an d the same sequence as was suggested for specify
ing locks should be followed . 

The first consideration in specifying butts is to deter
min e the proper size butt for the vari ous types of doors. 
This is quite simple; take the thickness of the door, sub
tract one-quarter of an inch, add the thickness of the 
trim and the result is one-half the size butt, or very nearly 
-for example a 1 y,i inch door with a 1 ~ trim will re
quire a 5" x 5" butt. For all except the very lightest doors, 
three butts, or one and one-half pairs as it is usually called, 
to a door should be specifi ed . For entrance doors and 
large interior doors in publi c or semipublic buildings, 
ball bearing butts should be specified as they operate 
easier and do not wear down as quickly as the plain butts. 
For heavy en trance doors, top and bottom pivo ts are in 
most cases better than butts, as the load is applied more 
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directl y and they also have an up and down adjustment to 
take up any sag in the door. 

If it is desired that the entrance doors in public or 
semipublic buildings shall be self closing, it is best to 
specify floor checks, either single or double ac ting as may 
be required. For interior doors in dwellings and apart
ment houses, loose pin butts should generally be specified, 
and, also, the pins should be specified to be either ball 
tipped, steeple tipped, or button tipped, as may be 
desired. 

If the butts are to be painted in w ith th e woodwork, 
they should be specified to have cut-outs for painting so 
that the paint will not be scraped off the knuckles when 
the doors are opened and closed. Primed butts ready for 
the fini shed painting may be had at a slight advance in 
price over the unpainted and hold the paint much better. 
Where something more di stinctive looking than the usual 
loose pin butt is desired, an olive knuckle butt may be 
specified. This is a very attractive looking butt, and 
can be obtained in bronze or brass, plain or plated or in 
malleable iron for painting in with the woodwork. 

For patients' rooms and wards in hospitals and for bed
rooms in high class hotels, friction hinges should be 
specified. These hinges will control the swing of the 
doors and positively prevent slamming. Doors hung on 
th ese hinges may be opened to any angle and will remain 
so in spite of drafts, and may be closed or opened with 
very little effort. Kalamein doors should always be hung 
on special type butts, where the jambs are of Kalamcin 
or hollow steel a half surface butt should be specified, and 
where structural steel channel bucks are used full surface 
butts should be called fo r. The butts should be secured 
to th e doors with machine screws with grommet nuts. 
Th ese half surface and surface butts can be had in 
wrought bronze or wrought steel, but where it is necessary 
to comply with the Underwriters' rules steel butts must 
be used, as bronze butts have no ra ti ng . 

Butts for hollow metal doors, iron gates, structural steel 
and hollow metal bucks and jambs should be specified to 
be made to template. 

Secret doors require, in addition to the secret locks, 
invisible hinges, and there is at least one excellent type of 
in vis ible hinge on the market, which is morti sed into the 
jamb and into the door, is absolutely concealed when the 
door is closed and has sufficient throw to clear any ordinary 
trim or panel moulding. These hinges can be had in 
various sizes, small enough for a door ~ " thick and large 
enough for the heaviest door which would be used on 
any ordinary building. 

In specifying butts for hinged transoms always call for 
fast joint butts, as the pins in loose p in butts set in a 
hori zontal position are liable to work out and allow the 
transom to fall. 

H aving specified locks and butts the next item in speci
fying hardware for doors is bolts. Double doors, either 
entrance or interior, require top and bottom bolts on the 
fi xed leaf. The two most common types of top and 
bottom bolts are "flush bolts" and " surface bolts." Flush 
bolts are appli ed to the edge of the door, and have a 
flush faceplate with the bolt and its operating mechanism 
beh ind the plate and a sunken handl e on the face of plate. 
Surface bolts are mounted on the f ace of the door stile. 
The only advantage that I know of the flush bolt over the 
surface bolt is that when th e fixed leaf of the door is 
bolted, and the active leaf is deadlocked from the inside, 
a person can not throw the bol ts on the fixed leaf and 
open th e doors. 

Top bolts arc made in various lengths to suit the height 
of doors, and in specifying them, they should always be 
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specified long enough so that the handle will be in easy 
reach from the floor by persons of medium height, that 
is not over six feet to six feet and two inches. A very 
good type of surface bolt which can be used on doors 
and is the accepted standard for wood casements is the 
Cremorne bolt, which is a continuous flush bolt with the 
operating gear located at convenient hand height and con
trolled by a knob, tee handle, or lever handle. For 
double doors in warehouses, garages and buildings of a 
similar character, a heavy wrought steel Cremorne bolt is 
now being made. Espagnolettes are also used for fasten
ing casements, more particularly in France. They differ 
from the Cremorne bolt in that they have a cam-like 
hook on the top and bottom of the bolt which engages 
the strikes on the floor and head of casement and draw 
it tight, which prevents rattling and renders it more 
weather-tight. 

The exit doors in all places of public assemblage, 
school houses, and the main exit doors at the foot of all 
fire stair towers in all buildings, should be specified to 
have panic exit bolts. There are several different types 
on the market, all of which work thoroughly well, but 
in my opinion the most efficient ones are those which 
have the bar extending across the entire width of the door. 
For fire exits, and doors not to be used for entrance pur
poses at all, it is best to have no hardware on the outside 
of the door, and to depend entirely upon the panic bolt 
to lock the door from the inside. It is well where panic 
exi t bolts are to be used for the specification writer to 
keep in touch with the drafting room and to see that the 
exit doors are drawn with a rail at the proper height for 
the bar to come on it, and not, as I discovered once on a 
school house, that a high grade designer had drawn a 
door with a glass panel coming within about sixteen inches 
of the floor. He had never seen nor heard of a panic 
exit bolt, that was all. 

In private house work, especially country houses, it is a 
very good practice to specify mortise bolts with thumb 
turns on entrance doors and all bedroom doors, as it gives 
the householder a feeling of extra security. This is par
ticularly true in the case of bedroom doors, as a burglar 
may get in on the ground floor, or he may climb a porch, 
but if the bedroom doors are bolted from the inside he 
cannot get in without breaking in the door, which is not 
very likely to happen. 

In specifying top and bottom bolts or Cremorne bolts 
on doors or French casements, always call for dustproof 
strikes at th e floor; they look better when the door is 
open and they do not get filled up with dirt. 

After considering the main items of door hardware we 
will now take up the minor items, which should never 
be omitted from the specifications, that is door stops, door 
closers, door holders and push bars, all of which are nec
essary to the comfort and sa tisfaction of the occupants of 
th e building. 

Door stops are made in two general types, floor stops 
and base stops. The former are screwed to th e floor at any 
desired point, and have a rubber bumper to prevent 
marr ing the surface of the door; one pattern has a hold
back hook which fastens to the door, and makes it not only 
a stop but a holder. Base stops are screwed to the base 
board and have rubber bumpers the same as the floor stop; 
there is also one pattern which has a hold-back hook. As 
a general rule I think it best never to specify a floor stop 
when a base stop will serve the purpose, but in some cases 
the floor stop is necessary due to the location of plumbing 
fixtures, radiators, wardrobes or other fittings. Door stops 
are made in wood, cast iron, and plated and cast bronze. 
Wood door stops should never be used except in the very 
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cheapest class of work; they belong in about the same 
category as the lava knob with the iron shank. In speci
fying cast iron or cast bronze stops always call for screw 
pattern for wood base and expansion shields for cement or 
terrazzo base. A special type of stop and hol der is made 
for exterior doors which are equipped with panic exit bolts, 
and should always be included in writing the specification. 

Door closers, also called door checks by some manufac
turers, should be liberally specified for all public and semi
public buildings. Every office door and toilet room door 
in an office building should have one and they are indis
pensable for doors to fire exits. The most common type 
is the liquid closer which has been on the market for 
upwards of fifty years, and is "still going strong." They 
are manufactured by at least a half dozen companies. 
They are usually screwed to the top of the door, and the 
end of the closing arm is screwed to the casing. For 
outside doors which swing out it is always best to specify 
a corner bracket to which the closer is screwed and the 
closing arm is then screwed to the door. This serves to 
protect the closer from the weather. Where for any 
reason, such as the bringing in of merchandise, cleaning, 
or ventilat ion, is desi red, specify holder arms with the 
closers, and for automatic fire doors a fusibl e link holder 
arm should be specified. 

A comparatively new type of door closer is at present on 
the market and it has given satisfaction where it has been 
used. This closer is mortised into the jamb and into the 
hinge stile of the door, and is absolutely concealed when 
the door is closed, and only a cable, a chain and two 
flush plates, one on the door and one on the jamb, show 
when the door is opened. A little judgment must 
be used in specifying this closer as it is not rugged enough 
to use on heavy exterior doors and, as the Underwriters 
give it no rating, it can not be used on fire doors. How
ever, for light interior doors it is an excellent attachment. 

There are two different and distinct types of door 
holders. One for entrance doors to public and semipublic 
buildings is attached to the top rail of the door, and to 
the head of the door frame, and works with an elbow 
action, and has curved spring arms which absorb the shock 
when the door is opened; it holds the door open automati
cally and is released with a slight pull. The other holder 
is the foot bolt type and is attached to the bottom rai l of 
the door and is fitted with a rubber pad on the bot tom of 
the foot bolt, which has a spring action and can be pushed 
down with the foot and released in the same manner. This 
type of holder should be specified for interior doors in 
public and semipublic buildings. 

Push bars should always be specified for doors in public 
and semipubli c buildings whi ch have large glazed panels, 
and double swing doors should be specified to have them 
on both sides of the door. 

After door hardware the next item to specify is window 
hardware, which is a rather simple matter. In the aver
age building we only have double hung, casement and 
pivoted windows- at the most- which require hardware. 
All hardware for steel windows is furni shed and applied 
by the manufacturers. 

Double hung sash should be specified to have sash fasts, 
sash lifts, pulls and pole sockets. One of the best types 
of sash fasts is th e so-called "Fitch" fastener, which is 
now made by all the large hardware manufacturers; this 
fastener works with a cam action and draws the meeting 
rails together and positively can not be unlocked except 
from the inside. About the only point to be considered 
is to select a fastener which is large enough; for t % /1 

sash they should be at least I % /1 x 3 % 11
• Each sash should 

(Continued on page 90, Advei·tising Sectio7t) 
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SERVICE DEPARTMENTS 

THE MART. In this department we will print, free of charge, notices from readers (dealers excepted) having 
for sale, or desiring to purchase books, drawing instruments and other property pertaining directly to the profession or 
business in which most of us are engaged. Such notices will be inserted in one issue only, but there is no limit to the 
number of different notices pertaining to different things whi ch any subscriber may insert. 

PERSONAL NOTICES. Announcements concerning the opening of new offices for the practice of architecture, 
changes in architectural firms, changes of address and items of personal interest will be printed under this heading free 
of charge. 

QUERIES AND ANSWERS. In this department we shall und ertake to answer to the best of our ability all ques
tions from our subscribers concerning the problems of the drafting room, broadly considered. Questions of design, con
struction, or anything else which may arise in the daily work of an architect or a draftsman, are solicited. Where such 
questions are of broad interest, the answers will be published in the paper. Others will be answered promptly by letter. 

FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE. In this department we shall continue to print, frc-e of ch~rge, notices from 
architects or others requiring designers, draftsmen, specification writers, or superintendents, as well as from those seeking 
similar positions. Such notices will also be posted on the job bulletin board at our main office, which is access ible to al l. 

SPECIAL NOTICE TO ARCHITECTS LOCATED OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES: Should you be 
interested in any building material or equipment manufactured in America, we will gladly ·procure and send, without 
charge, any information you may desire concerning it. 

N otices submitted for publication in t lzese Service Departments must reaclz us before the tenth of each month 
i f they are to be inserted in the next issue. Add1·ess all communications to 419 Fourth Avenue, New York, N . Y . 

THE MART 
Joseph Schumann, 284 Li ncoln Avenue, Brooklyn, New 

York, has a copy of An Introduction to the Study of Land
scape Design, by Henry V. Hubbard and Theodore Kim
ball, which is new ; and fo ur volumes of Audel's 
Plttmbers' and Steamfitters' Guide, slightly used. H e will 
exchange these for Knobloch 's Good Practice in Constrnc
tion, Parts I and II, new or used. 

H. T . Little, Wauchula, Florida, wishes to sell the 
following: W !tite Pine Series, Nos. 4 and 5, Vol. IV ; all 
of Vols. VI, VII, VIII, IX and X; No. I of Vol. XI; No. 
6 of Vol. XIV-:-all at 25¢ each. Also two years' Amer
ican A1·c!titect, two years' The Nation's Schools, four years' 
Southern Architect, at 15 ¢ each copy, in unbroken lots, 
f. o. b. carrier. 

H. L. Holman, Jr., 700 Protective Life Bldg., Bir
mingham, Ala ., would like to secure the followi ng issues 
of T !te Architectural Record: D ecember, 1925; February, 
May, June, and July, 1926. Please quote pri ces. 

Oman & Lilienthal, 1410 Tribune Tower, Chicago, Ill., 
would li ke to have one copy each of the July, August, 
September, and October, 1928, issues of PENCIL POINTS. 

Robert B. Bloomgarten, 307 Philtower Bldg., Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, wi shes to purchase the August and December, 
192 7, numbers of T !te A rc!titect. 

Goldwin Goldsmith, University of T exas, Austin, T exas, 
will exchange June, October, and December, 1920, 
PENCIL PoINTS, for September and November, 1920, or 
will buy copies. 

Office and eq uipment for sale: due to a business offer 
elsewhere that cannot be denied an architectural office 
established more than 20 years and doing good volume of 
business can be secured for price of eq uipment, including 
tracings and records of past work. Illinois location, 90 
miles from Chicago, only office in thriving city of 20,000. 
Address I. LaC, Statistical Dept., PENCIL PoINTS PRESS, 
419 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 

Mr. Archie T. Butts, c/ o Y. M. C. A., Davis Park, 
Charleston, W . Va., would like to have the February and 
August, 1928, issues of PENCIL PoINTS. 

Mr. Leonard Anderson, 3 06 Sixth Street, Dev ils Lake, 
N. D., wishes to purchase a copy of May and February, 
192 8, PENCIL PoINTS. H e will pay 7 5 cents each if in 
pc r f ect condition. 

Karl J. Belser, 600 E. Washington, Ann Arbor, Michi
gan, would like to purchase a copy of the July, 1928, 
PENC IL POI NTS. 

Sidney W alsh, Jr., 3015 3/z Fanita Street, Los Angeles, 
Calif., wishes to secure the June, July, August and Sep
tember, 1920, copies of PENCIL POINTS. H e has for sale 
or exchange the follow ing issues: October, 1920; M ay, 
1921; August, 1922; J anuary, 192 3 ; June and N ovember, 
1924; J an uary, 1926, and November, 1928 . 

PERSON_ALS 
} AMES A. BRITTON, ARCHITECT, has moved from 65 2 
Huntington Avenue, Boston, M ass., to 344 Clyde Street, 
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 
H ORATIO W. B1sHoP, ARCHITECT, has moved his office 
from Carri er 799, Station S, Los Angeles, Californi a, to 
63 163/z ' San Vincente Boulevard, at Car thay Center, Los 
Angeles, California . 
BoGNER & BILLINGS have di ssolved partnership. Walter 
F . Bogner is continuing h is practice of architecture under 
his own name at 80 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 

FREE EMPLOYMEN_'T SERVICE 
(Continued on pages 164 and 166, Adoertising Section) 

W ANTED: A number of immedi ate positions open for archi 
tectural designers and draf tsmen in State Architect's office, 
353 Broadway, Albany, New York . Write, stating edu
cation, experience and salary des ired, or call at above 
address or 949 Broadway, N ew York, N. Y. No Civil 
Service examination required. 
W ANTED: Permanent position to offer a university gradu
ate either in architectural engineering or mechanical engi
neering as assistant to our mechanical engineer. Warren 
S. Holmes Company, Lansing, Michigan. 
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Si<el:cliin<,? Lvil:lt ''ELDORADO'' fke .Master ·/ draw/11..9 penct 
THE student of landscape rendering should gee ouc inco 
the woods or parks during chese lovely autumn days 
when the branches are nearly stripped of leaves and the 
anatomy of tree scructure can be studied to best advan
tage. M ake careful drawings of different t ypes of trees. 
Afcer doing a cerrain number of such studies you will 
begin to get the .. feel" of growch . There is noching 
intri ca te about ic at all. Take hom e tiny fra gments of 
branches and make sketches of chem . These specimens 
of course exhibit the same characteristics of scructure 
and growth as the trees themselves. In fac t, if you are 
patient, you are sure to discover fragments which are 
like entire trees. 
Thi1 i I one of a .reriu of Pmcil Luso11s pre parul by Ernest W. Wa:.ron. 
Write 01l)'Our letterhead for sample of Dixon' . .- Eldorado, ' 'The Ma1ti:r 
Drawi11t, Pencil. " J ose ph Dixon Crucible Co., Pencil Dipt. 167-.J , 

Jersey City, N. ]. 
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PENCIL 

THE DRAFTSMAN, THE ARCHITECT AND 

STOCK PLANS 

By Thomas Liang of Tientsin, China 

I AM ALWAYS interested in those discussions that appear at 
regular intervals in the PENCIL POINTS. In the June issue 
of this year, the short article entitled "The Draftsman, 
the Architect and Stock Plans" together with the Editor's 
note saying that the columns are open to a discussion of 
this matter and inviting all parties at interest to say just 
what they think about it interests me to such an extent that 
I am left no alternative but to call forth whatever literary 
abilities I possess to write my own opinions about Stock 
Plans in order to tranquilize my conscience. The reader 
should bear in mind that this audacious act of mine comes 
directly from the prize I won in the monthly informal 
competitions of this magazine of last December for my 
one-act play, "The Architect and His Client," which was 
published in the January issue. 

As far as the architectural profession is concerned there 
is very little difference existing among the nations. In 
fact , the architects of various nationalities residing in all 
parts of the world can be considered as belonging to one 
fraternity. They share the same responsibilities which 
they shoulder in their daily work and collect whatever 
fortunes that are their due. This is particularly true 
about those young men who have just entered the profes
sion and who naturally start with small house construction; 
and, generally, it requires them many years of struggle 
before their dreams of becoming a skyscraper-architect can 
be realized. In most cases, they have to first fight for an 
existence by helping an architect as either a draftsman or 
a designer before they can make a name for themselves as 
architects. They have to work under sweat and excessive 
anxiety, sometimes threatened by serious financial diffi
culties because of keen competition among their fellow 
professionals. Even without Stock Plans they have already 
sufficient trouble to tax their brains and energy. 

Mass Production has made what America is today. As 
far as canned goods, cold drinks, and pop corns are con
cerned, the people are quite satisfied. But when house 
plans are sold for $25.00 per set with specifications fur
ni shed gratis, it seems that the publishers of Stock Plans 
have trespassed the laws of architecture just like Old 
Doc Hokum, the Food Faker, who tours the whole conti
nent broadcasting, en route, his scientific knowledge by 
telling the people that white bread will positively shorten 
their lives by twenty years, which is a lot of baloney. In 
this [ am not insinuating that Stock Plans Publishers are 
doing a lot of harm to the public at large. They have 
turned out many neat designs of small houses, and have 
satisfied a few of their customers as far as garages are con
cerned, maybe. But one thing the Stock Plans Publishers 
have done that is detrimental to the interests of the young 
architects is their educating the people that a set of house 
plans costs only $25.00, or utmost $50.00. From the 
standpoint of the minimum charge they made on their 
stock plans we must admit that they, the publishers, have 
shown much generosity. And should the people be so 
thoroughly convinced about the usefulness of Stock Plans 
and dispense the assistance of the architects soon there 
will be little or no difference between Oshkosh and Chi
cago, with the provision that Chicago stop this shooting 
business which has given it a world-wide fame; the land
scape of the Land of the Free will be reduced to such a 
uniformity that people will not be able to tell whether 
they are in New York or in Miami; motorists from Spring
field arriving at Hartford will entertain the idea that their 
gears have been put on the reverse; and husbands arriving 
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home late may find themselves in the wrong house and 
may have to bear the consequences of getting shot by other 
angry and suspicious husbands. 

An architect is a servant of the public. He submits 
designs closely following the suggestions made by his 
clients in order to suit their individual tastes. In other 
words, the architect knows exactly what his clients want. 
H e is at all times willing to make alterations on his plans 
until the wishes of his clients are met. Should he be 
willing to accept $25 .00 as his fee for a set of made-to
order plans then it would be much better for him to take 
up bricklaying instead. But then there is the danger of 
an overflow of masons in the country. 

Will the "Stock Plans Publishers design a house according 
to the suggestions of the purchasers for $25.001 Will 
they make alterations on their Stock Plans without addi
tional charge? The answer to both questions is "No." 
Why? Ask the Stock Plans Publishers. They know. 

In the long run, it does not pay to buy Stock Plans; 
and it is certainly better to give the $25.00 to Mr. 
Ziegfeld in exchange for a few of his entertainments. 

THE SPECIFYING OF HARDWARE 

(Continued from page 733) 
have two lifts, preferably of the bar type, as Rush l ifts are 
undesirable. They do not give a good hand hold, and if 
the sash is tight a person's fingers may slip and break two 
or three finger nails. 

Pulls should be located in the center of the meeting 
rail of upper sash, on the outside, and should always be 
of bronze or ,brass. Casement sash should have butts speci
fied under butts and Cremorne bolts except for small case
ments which should have fasteners of the turn buckle type, 
which draw the sash into the rabbet, and should have either 
operators or holders. 

There are several types of operators on the market; they 
are all attached to the sill, either on the stool or under it, 
and are operated with either a crank handle or a tee 
handle. By the use of these operators the casement can 
be opened or closed without removing the Ry screen, 
and the sash is locked in whatever position it is left. 
Holders are cheaper than operators, and one of the best 
types is the friction holder which consists of a rod sliding 
in a cylinder, with a screw attachment for regulating the 
friction. This holder is attached to the head of the frame 
and to the top rail of the sash, permits the sash to be 
opened to an angle of about I 00 degrees, and holds it 
at any point automatically. Side pivoted sash should be 
specified to have friction pivots and transom catches on 
the bottom rails. In all public buildings particular 
attention should be paid to the specifying of lavatory 
hardware, as it has to stand not a little hard usage. The 
old reliable spring hinges with clamp Ranges are still used 
and give very good service; in specifying them the parti
tions should be specified to have strikes and keepers with 
rubber bumpers, doors should have a rim bolt, and each 
stall should have a combination coat and hat hook with 
rubber bumper. Hook should be specified to be fastened to 
marble partition and be secured with spanner head bolt to 
prevent theft. 

A new method of hanging lavatory doors is on a spring 
pivot mounted at the lower corner of the door. This 
spring pivot is so fitted that it may be set either to close 
the door or to hold it open, and the spring may be adjusted 
so as to hold the door open at any selected point. 

Much more could be written on the subject of the 
specifying of hardware, but the space will not permit. In 
closing let me offer one more suggestion: Make your hard
ware as good as the rooms in which it is to be used. 
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